
ABSTRACT 

SANDIN, ANDREAS AXEL TOMAS. Tunneling Spectroscopy Studies of Epitaxial 

Graphene on SiC(0001) and Its Interfaces. (Under the direction of Dr. J.E. (Jack) Rowe 

and Dr. Daniel B. Dougherty).  

 

A two dimensional network of sp
2
 bonded carbon atoms is defined as graphene. This novel 

material possesses remarkable electronic properties due to its unique band structure at the 

vicinity of the Fermi energy. The toughest challenge to bring use of graphene electronic 

properties in device geometries is that graphene is exceptionally sensitive to its electrical 

environment for integration into macroscopic system of electrical contacts and substrates. 

One of the most promising substrates for graphene is the polar surfaces of SiC for the reason 

it can be grown epitaxially by sublimating Si from the top-most SiC atomic layers. 

In this work, the interfaces of graphene grown on the Si-terminated polar surface SiC(0001) 

is studied in UHV using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), scanning tunneling 

spectroscopy (STS), low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and auger electron 

Spectroscopy (AES). STM is used image the graphene surface and interfaces with the 

capability of atomic resolution. LEED is used to study surface atomic reciprocal ordering and 

AES is used to determine surface atomic composition during the graphene formation. 

Interfacial layer (Buffer layer), Single layer graphene and bilayer graphene are identified 

electronically by means of probing the first member of the image potential derived state. This 

state is found by dZ/dV spectroscopy in the high energy unoccupied states and is 

exceptionally sensitive to electrostatic changes to the surface which is detected by energy 

shifts of image potential states (IPS). This sensitivity is utilized to probe the graphene 

screening of external electric fields by varying the electric field in the tunneling junction and 

addresses the fact that charged impurity scattering is likely to be crucial for epitaxial 



graphene on SiC(0001) when it comes to transport parameters. Shifts of IPS energy position 

has also been used verify work function changes for identification of several Sodium 

Intercalation structures of epitaxial graphene. STS, STM along with DFT calculations are 

used to determine the interface location of Sodium, SiC-bufferlayer or bufferlayer-graphene 

intercalation. 

In this thesis, STM, and STS are used to study the interactions of paramagnetic FePc 

molecules with epitaxial graphene. The molecules, FePc, is found to interact with the 

graphene substrate where STM images show substrate induced orientation of FePc densely 

packed square lattice structure. At sub-monolayer coverages, FePc form a molecular gas at 

room temperature suggesting a low diffusion barrier on the graphene lattice. The substrate 

interaction is probed by STS and show an abnormally low LUMO energy that suggest strong 

electronic coupling between graphene and FePc. DFT calculations support the experimental 

observations and predict a spin-dependent molecule-graphene hybridization close to the 

Fermi energy in unoccupied states. For majority spins, DFT demonstrates the Dirac cone 

splits and a delocalized hybrid state is found in the band gap. For minority spin the Dirac 

cone is intact with energy of Dirac point empty.  

In addition, a novel method of improving UHV graphene growth on SiC(0001) is presented. 

During growth the SiC surface is exposed to atomic hydrogen which allows selective etching 

of Si over Carbon. This result in more uniform non-thermal formation of the buffer layer 

with many fewer defects and thus leads to nearly pit-free and defect-free thermal graphene 

layers. 
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1: INTRODUCTION 

I would like to start off by introducing the reader to the field of graphene by giving a 

motivation of why it is important to conduct research on this novel 2D electronic material. I 

will mention the important events in the history of graphene where common sense was 

flaunted by the experimental discovery of isolated graphene. Special remarks are given to the 

bright scientists who realized the potential in graphene through their groundbreaking 

experiments. I will finish this chapter by motivating the study of graphene grown epitaxially 

on SiC and finally specify and outline the scope of my own work in this field. 

1.1 Graphene - General Importance  

The electronics industry is constantly searching for materials that can improve device 

properties in order to build faster and better computers, cell phones, television and computer 

screens etc. A corporate competitive market fight to be able to offer the best product for the 

increased need of data processing in the society as whole. 

Today’s building blocks for electronic circuits are made out of single crystal Silicon and ever 

since the first silicon transistor was demonstrated by Texas Instruments in 1954, the world 

has witnessed a remarkable technological revolution when it comes to computer 

performance.
1
 The present day technology is based on silicon with the complimentary-metal-

oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) circuits consisting of a source, drain and a gate to 

accommodate electron flow.
2
 It is by the gate the current flow from source to drain can be 

controlled, this current is a two-dimensional-electron-gas (2DEG) channel manipulated by an 
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applied electric field from an on state (current flow) to an off-state (no or drastically reduced 

current flow). This transistor design is thus called a field-effect transistors (FET) and is the 

corner stone for essentially all integrated circuit (IC) components in electronic devices. 

Improved scaling and packing of these transistors has allowed for a remarkably increased 

device performance per spent dollar.  In 1965 IC chips containing about 2000 transistors 

where available. In 2001 the Intel Pentium 4 processor held 42 million transistors and Intel’s 

latest production line introduced in 2011 hold 1.16 billion transistors per chip. This 

development roughly follows the famous Moore’s law which is a prediction formulated by 

Intel co-founder Gordon Moore in 1965 stating that approximately every 2 year transistor 

density will double.
3
 The benefit of this minimization and more efficient packaging of 

transistors intuitively give more powerful processors for today’s small hand-held devices 

such as smart phones, tabloids or other electronic gadgets. However, even more importantly 

than saving space is that the switching speed of each transistor is dramatically increased as 

the effective size of each transistor shrink, i.e. the channel length between source and drain. 

Today’s state of the art transistors have an impressively small channel length of about of 20 

nm. However further reduction of the channel length causes inevitable leakage currents 

which makes the transistor difficult to turn off. In addition increasing of transistor scaling 

makes it difficult to prevent the chip from over heating due to the increase in switching 

power.
2
 

Graphene is a new interesting material that can potentially change the landscape for future 

nanoelectronics. It has received a huge attention mainly because the charge carriers in 
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graphene behave as a 2DEG as in a MOS-FET but now are truly spatially confined due to the 

two-dimensional structure of graphene crystal.
4
 The 2DEG in graphene is in fact far superior 

the electronic properties of a 2DEG in a MOS-FET with a dramatically improved electron 

and hole charge mobility. The mobility in graphene is about 100 times larger than Silicon at 

room temperature even for high concentrations induced by electric fields. In a CMOS-circuit 

each type carrier (electrons or holes) is used but mobility is only high for one type of carrier. 

In graphene both holes and electrons have essentially equally good mobility. If graphene is 

used in a traditional CMOS-FET it results in charge carriers with ballistic transport as they 

travel extremely coherently from the source and drain meaning they will completely avoid 

diffusive scattering on the scale of the transistor active channel length.
5
 This suppression of 

scattering results in less heat dissipation which is one of the biggest issues with Silicon-based 

integrated circuits today.  

These aspects are good examples of how graphene can improve today’s transistors; however 

graphene possess even more interesting properties that can be incorporated into other 

technology devices. The graphene 2D crystal is not only a good conductor but it is also 

extremely strong
6
 while being flexible and transparent.

7
 This makes graphene useable in all 

kinds of applications which require transparent electrodes such as touch screens and solar 

cells. The reader may now start to realize that there are almost an infinite number of high-

tech applications that can benefit from the properties of graphene which subsequently can 

boost the field of information technology. As a consequence this translates into a stimulus of 

the world electronics economy beneficial for the whole society since the information 
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technology has accounted for 25 % of the overall world economic growth since 1995 and it 

contributes to the world productivity growth more than all other industries combined .
8
 This 

explains why graphene is so important to study and it is now up to researchers and scientists 

across the world but learn how to master the untapped resources hiding in the unique 2D 

crystal of graphene. 

1.2 Background to the Discovery of Graphene 

A single layer of sp
2
 bonded carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal pattern is defined as 

graphene. Such 2D carbon fullerene was argued in the 1930’s by Landau not to be 

thermodynamically stable because of a rapidly decreased melting point with decreasing 

thickness and could therefore not exist.
9
 Being considered as only stable as an integral part of 

thicker crystals that of graphite, Professor P. R. Wallace calculated the band structure of 

individual graphene layers using the simple tight-binding model.
10

 In 1947 the theory showed 

that an isolated graphene layer had very unique electronic band structure around the Fermi 

level because the energy versus momentum has a perfect linear dispersion. For some of the 

above described reasons it was scientifically groundbreaking when experiments 

demonstrated in the 1990’s that a single graphene layer could exist rolled up in the form 

carbon nanotubes (CNT).
11,12

 These nanotubes were found to have extremely good electronic 

properties such as room-temperature ballistic conductivity
13

 and excellent field effect 

transistor (FET) characteristics
14

 which triggered an intense research with the visualization of 

CNT’s as building blocks for future nano-electronic circuits. However today, about 20 years 
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later the interest for CNT’s has declined because of the difficulties involved of precise and 

repeatable control the growth at the nano scale.  

As recent as 2004 carbon fullerene research took a remarkable and unexpected turn as 

researchers in Manchester, UK lead by the Russian physicists Alexander Geim and 

Konstantin Novoselov were able to isolate graphene using a surprisingly straightforward 

method. They simply peeled of flakes from a graphite crystal using scotch tape and 

subsequently rubbed it on to a Silicon-Silicon Oxide sample from where they could identify 

single layers in an optical microscope.
15

 A SiO2 layer directly beneath graphene flakes served 

as an optical path for the microscope light to reflect at the Si interface and a monolayer 

graphene adds up sufficiently to the path in order to induce a phase contrast that could 

distinguish graphene from thicker flakes. Monolayer graphene flakes with sizes around 10 

μm was obtained having high crystal quality and macroscopic continuity. Such samples 

allowed the Manchester scientists to explore the quantum physics of graphene and 

demonstrate its remarkable electronic properties.
5, 16, 17

. Graphene share all the unique and 

favorable properties of carbon nanotubes and the planar 2D structure of graphene enable 

wider diversity for layered device geometries and can be directly incorporated into today’s 

developed circuit design with standard lithographic techniques. In 2010 Geim and Novoselov 

was awarded the Nobel Prize for the discovery and their groundbreaking studies on graphene. 
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1.3 Epitaxial Graphene on SiC - Path Towards Applications 

Peeling of flakes from graphite using scotch tape is rather straightforward technique for a lab 

environment to study the electronic properties of graphene. However it is not a process that is 

adoptable to scale up for industrial manufacturing. Alternative methods have to be explored 

in order to grow graphene controllably and uniform at least on a wafer-size scale. It was the 

same year as Geim and Novoselov discovered the graphene as a research group lead by 

Professor Walt de Heer at Georgia Tech University discovered that graphitized SiC surfaces 

demonstrated excellent 2DEG properties.
4
 They created there ultra-thin graphite films by 

heating up the polar surface SiC(0001), a procedure that has been know since 1975 when 

Van Bommel observed what he called “monolayer graphite” on the SiC(0001) surface.
18

 The 

technique is rather unambiguous: upon annealing of SiC to temperatures above ~1000 °C Si 

atoms starts to sublime and leave off excess carbon at the surface. With higher annealing 

temperatures the Si sublimation is accelerated and sufficient released carbon forms graphitic 

bonds at temperatures around 1200 °C arranging in large lateral and unified oriented 

domains. De Heer’s pioneering electronic measurements on this surface
4
 in conjunction with 

the Geim and Novoselovs discovery of isolated graphene
16

 lead to the development of the 

field epitaxial graphene on SiC. Epitaxial graphene has been a subject of considerable 

research because it is one of the most promising and viable route towards graphene industrial 

production and commercialization via controlled bottom-up growth. In addition, from a 

technological application point of view, SiC has insulating properties which makes it a 

suitabel substrate for supporting graphene.  
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Epitaxial graphene is supported by an interfacial layer carbon rich layer to the SiC which 

makes this system more complex than exfoliated graphene deposited on SiO2 but not 

necessarily less interesting. The interface can be manipulated for instance by intercalation 

which makes epitaxial graphene on SiC an exceptionally versatile system for exciting surface 

science research. 

1.4 Motivation 

When I started this PhD study at North Carolina State University in 2009 I immediately 

found the field of graphene extremely promising and exciting. The reasons for this was 

mainly because the simplicity of graphene atomic structure. It is easy to imagine and 

interpret a two dimensional crystal only consisting of one of this galaxy most abundant 

element, carbon. Adding to that such a simple crystal was awarded the Nobel Prize for its 

unique electronic properties just a year after I started my PhD research on graphene which 

made my work even more so motivating and timely. Even though graphene is just an infant 

experimentally most of the work of exploring the fundamental intrinsic physics in graphene 

has moved rapidly forward in the last years and can be considered as an accomplished task. 

New research needs now to be focused on to understand how graphene production can be 

optimized and how graphene reacts to various interfaces in order for it to be utilized in device 

structures. The choice of substrate to support graphene, functionalization compounds for 

electronic tailoring or metal contacts for device construction has proven to be particularly 

difficult as the graphene is exceptionally sensitive to any disturbance of the natural electronic 

state. 
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My research in this Thesis was conducted to gain alternative insights on how to improve 

graphene growth mode, how to chemically modify, functionalize and electronically 

characterize graphene interfaces in the system epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001). My methods 

and techniques used differs most of the times significantly from the “main stream” research 

in surface science and involves several novel discoveries outlined in the thesis scope 

summary in the next section. My hope it that my studies can open up new perceptivity and 

understanding towards future carbon-based electronic devices built from the SiC-graphene 

platform. 

1.5 Scope of This Dissertation 

This thesis is a partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of philosophy 

in physics at North Carolina State University. In this first chapter I have given a brief 

introduction to graphene as well as the motivation and objects for this study.  

I will move on in the following chapter 2 to give a more detailed theoretical background to 

both Silicon Carbide and Graphene.  

Chapter 3 contains a description of the experimental methods used. These are mainly the 

scanning tunneling microscope (STM) and Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS) but also 

Auger electron spectroscopy and low energy electron diffraction (LEED). My main research 

projects and results are further presented in the remaining part in the form of a short chapter 

introduction followed by an outline arranged as individual scientific reports.  

Chapter 4 will cover a novel technique that I have developed to improve the growth of 

graphene on SiC(0001) using atomic hydrogen. This method is very different from today’s 
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state of the art growth processes and offers the possibility to use solely hydrogen in a 

complete quasi-free graphene manufacturing cycle. 

Chapter 5 describes indirect screening measurements of epitaxial single and bilayer graphene 

by probing their corresponding image potential derived states. The STM-tip in these 

experiments serves as a “charged impurity” that is inferred to be poorly screened by the 

surrounding graphene. Consequently this suggests that issue of charge impurities being a 

limiting factor of transport properties in exfoliated graphene on SiO2 may also be critical for 

epitaxial graphene on SiC.  

Chapter 6 presents a study of paramagnetic molecules (Iron-Phthalocyanine) structure and 

electronic interaction with graphene. The graphene-magnetic molecule interface is 

particularly important because of its potential to play an important role in proposed spin-

graphene devices. In fact graphene offers not only exceptional electronic conductance it is 

also a suitable medium for carrying spin for relatively long time and distances. Magnetic 

molecules may enhance spin injection into the graphene as graphene is suggested to serve as 

the active channel in future spin field effect transistors. 

Finally in chapter 7 I will present work involving epitaxial graphene-SiC(0001) intercalation 

of Sodium. Intercalation of this interface is a new emerging sub-field of epitaxial graphene 

and has a remarkable impact on both interfacial atomic and electronic structure, unique for 

the SiC-Graphene interface. I find this field particularly interesting and will here present the 

world’s first study of atomic-scale scanning probe imaging of several new intercalation 

structures that can exist for graphene grown on SiC. 
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2: MATERIALS 

A material background will be here be given for SiC and graphene. Emphasis will lie on the 

theory of the unique properties of graphene which explains the motivation for studying this 

novel material. A brief explanation will also be given on how these properties can be utilized 

for electronic applications and what possible drawbacks graphene suffers from on this aspect. 

The SiC substrate which serves as both an insulating substrate as well as carbon source will 

also be reviewed. 

2.1 Properties of Silicon Carbide 

Single crystal Silicon carbide (SiC) is a semiconductor capable to operate at more harsh 

environments compared to other traditional semiconductors such as Silicon and Gallium 

Arsenide (GaAs). Its high saturated electron drift velocity
19

, high thermal conductivity
20

 and 

large breakdown electric field strength
21

 make SiC useable in high power devices. These 

properties can mainly be explained by the large indirect bandgap of SiC of around 3 eV 

compared to 1.1 eV for Si and 1.4 eV for GaAs. The thermal ionization of electrons from the 

valence band to the conduction band is by a wide band gap much more comprehendible to 

avoid intrinsic carrier concentrations exceeding doping levels which will impede the 

functionality of a semiconductor. As a result SiC offer a wide temperature functional range 

with the ability to effectively dissipate large thermal power densities. Further, SiC is both 

physically and chemically robust and can essentially withstand all wet chemical etchants at 

room temperature. 
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The production of single crystal SiC is far less mature compared to the Silicon production. It 

wasn’t until the early 1990’s before enough high-quality single crystals of SiC wafers 

became commercially available because traditional methods developed for Si growth cannot 

be adapted to SiC due to the lack of a SiC liquid phase. Therefore new growth techniques had 

to be considered that are based on high temperature sublimation of SiC powder or more 

expensive chemical vapor deposition (CVD) procedures
22

, methods that are still subject for 

considerable research for refinement and crystal quality optimization. The development of 

SiC electronic devices has been limited by crystal defects such as edge and screw 

dislocations and in addition, the task of forming a uniform interface of SiC with silicon 

dioxide has proven to be difficult and has further hampered the development of SiC-based 

power MOS-FETs.
23

 

Today, wafer sizes of SiC(0001) up to 4 inches are commercially available but the cost per 

wafer exceeds by far the cost of Si wafers by a factor of more than 100; which inhibits 

production of cost-effective SiC-based technology and accessibility for SiC research. The 

most remarkable industrial application of SiC was the first blue light emitting diode (LED) 

but these where soon surpassed in intensity by direct bandgap III-nitrides like GaN which are 

usually made on SiC wafers.
24

 Recently commercial SiC MOS-FETs were introduced in 

2011 by the company Cree in Durham, North Carolina that can operate up to 1200 V, 10 

times higher than a Si MOS-FET, while allowing lower switching losses and higher 

temperature operation up to 200 °C.
25

 This development will eventually open up a more wide 

spread commercialization of SiC-technology however epitaxial graphene grown on SiC could 
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potentially create a much larger demand and by so significantly accelerate the development 

and increase supply for cheap single crystal SiC raw material. 

2.1.1 Atomic Structure of SiC 

SiC is composed of equal Silicon and Carbon stochiometry where each atom is bonded to 

four other atoms in tetrahedral sp
3
 hybridization. The tetrahedral is the smallest structural 

unit of either Si4C or SiC4 where each element (Si or C) is positioned exclusively in 

sublayers where two adjacent sublayers make up one SiC bilayer. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 The two basic units of the SiC crystal with interconnected tetrahedrons. (a) 

eclipsed configuration and (b) A 60° twisted configuration. Stacking of only twisted bilayers 

gives a cubic SiC crystal and a mix of them both results in hexagonal 4H and 6H SiC crystal 

structure. 

 

Adjacent bilayers can exist in two types of subsequent configurations. They can either have 

the eclipsed orientation configuration (see fig. 2.1a) or be rotated by 60° with respect to each 

other as shown in fig. 2.1b. These two constellations have practically the same total energy 

and therefore bulk SiC exists in many types of stacking sequences, so called polytypes. 
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Identical stacking sequence of only the twisted configuration (fig. 2.1b) result in cubic 

diamond-like bulk SiC. With periodic feature of the eclipsed configuration will form a 

hexagonal wurtzite SiC structure. Polytypes are identified by the lattice symmetry and the 

number of bilayers in each repeatable bulk unit cell.  

 

 

Figure 2.2 (a) A single bilayer of SiC with Si atoms in a sublayer above the C atom sublayer. 

Each bilayer is perpendicular to the [0001].  (b) Bilayer stacking sequence (highlighted in 

red) of ABC for 3C-SiC with only twisted tetrahedrons modifications, hence a cubic lattice. 

(c) Hexagonal structure for 6H-SiC with stacking ABCACB sequence with one eclipsed 

tetrahedral at center height resulting in hexagonal structure. (a-c) taken from [26]. (d) Unit 

cell of 6H-SiC with the parameters: aSiC=bSiC=3.08 Å, cSiC=15.12 Å. Taken from [27]. 
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The three most common polytypes are 3C (fig 2.2b), 4H and 6H-SiC (fig. 2.2c) where H 

stands for hexagonal, C for cubic and the integer corresponds to the number of bilayers in 

each bulk unit cell along the c-axis [0001] or [111] directions. 

6H-SiC have six bulk truncated bilayers where the stacking sequence is ABCACB centered 

from one eclipsed bilayer configuration. 4H-SiC will have four bulk truncated surface 

structures for the stacking ABCB, also with one eclipsed bilayer configuration at each end of 

the stacking sequence.
26

 In this Thesis, hexagonal 6H and 4H polytypes are used for growing 

epitaxial graphene. They differ only in bulk unit cell height c= 15.12 Å for 6H (see figure 

2.2d) and c= 10.08 Å for 4H height of approximately 2.5 Å for each SiC bilayer. Their 

surfaces are identical with unit cell parameters of the basel plane a=b=3.08 Å discussed in 

the following section. 

2.1.2 Hexagonal SiC Surface (0001) 

The two opposite basal plane surfaces normal to the polytype stacking direction are called the 

polar {0001} surfaces of SiC. One is Si terminated with one dangling bond for each Si 

surface atom (figure 2.2a) often denoted Si-face or SiC(0001) for crystallographic 

identification. Its opposite surface is geometrically identical but has a carbon terminated 

surface called the C-face, SiC(0001,¯ ). Epitaxial graphene can be formed on both these two 

surfaces however the growth and graphene-SiC interface differs significantly between the 

two faces, even the multilayer graphene stacking is different on the C-face compared to the 

Si-face.
27

 It should be mentioned that recent studies have reported on high quality graphene 
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grown on cubic 3C-SiC epitaxially grown on Si-wafers which may allow for integration o 

graphene on SiC into existing Si technology.
28

 

In this Thesis, graphene grown on the Si-face SiC(0001) will be considered and there are two 

different surface configurations for hexagonal surfaces due to the mix of  bilayer stacking 

configurations discussed in previous section. The two types are donated S and S* along with 

an integer to identify the number of identically (60° twisted) stacked bulk truncated bilayers 

before the occurrence of a eclipsed bilayer configuration as in fig. 2.1a.
29

 Consequently, 4H 

have four possible bulk terminated surface layer stacking sequences and 6H has six 

constellations: S1, S2, S3, S1*, S2*, S3* (fig. 2.3a). 

 

 

Figure 2.3 (a) Possible bulk terminated surface layer stacking sequences on 6H-SiC(0001) 

projected in the  )0211(  plane. S1, S2 and S3 are identical to S1*, S2* and S3* except for 

a 60° rotation. Integers indicate the number of twisted oriented bilayers directly at the surface 

before the occurrence of an identical bilayer rotation. Taken and modified from [29]. (b) Si-

adatoms in T4 positions for SiC(√3×√3)R30 surface reconstruction. Taken from [30] 

 

The top most Silicon atoms make up the surface of bare SiC(0001). This surface forms a 

native oxide with immediate contact to ambient air which saturates dangling bonds, one for 

each Si surface atom. The oxide can be removed in UHV by annealing the surface to 800 °C 
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for 4H-SiC(0001) or 900 °C for 6H-SiC(0001) and with limited amount of oxygen present in 

a UHV environment the surface will form a Si-adatom SiC(√3×√3)R30 reconstruction with 

Si-adatoms in T4 sites (fig. 2.3b).
30

 This surface is well studied mainly because of its 

importance for heteroepitaxy and homoepitaxy crystal growth on SiC. Considering the Si-

rich SiC(√3×√3)R30 reconstruction as a clean initial surface, further annealing of this surface 

will result in Si atoms to sublime and more complex carbon-rich  reconstructions will take 

form due to symmetry requirements to the SiC. One structure in particular, the 

SiC(6√3×6√3)R30 is of great importance for epitaxial graphene formation and will be 

discussed further in section 2.2.1. 

2.2 Graphene - Allotrope Structure & Electronic Description 

A Carbon atom consists of 6 electrons with its ground state valence electron configuration 

being: 

0112 2222 zyx ppps  

In a carbon crystal it is energetically favorable to form hybridized state where all four 

valence electrons (in the principle quantum number n=2) participate in bonding. With 

complete degenerate hybridization a carbon network can form exclusively sp
3
 hybridization 

just like in SiC to form its most stable allotrope, diamond. In a sp
3
 carbon network all atoms 

form 4 bonds with stable covalent σ-bonds identified by their symmetry with respect to 

rotation about the bond axis and explain the hardness of diamond materials. The sp
2
 

counterpart, marginally less stable but nonetheless very common, is a 2D crystal called 

graphene and is the building block for several dimensional carbon allotropes: buckyballs 
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(0D), carbon nanotubes (1D) and graphite (3D. The 2px and 2py hybridize with a 2s orbital to 

form 3 strong σ-bonds oriented 120 degrees from each other in the plane and make up the 2D 

graphene crystal structure.
31

 The remaining valence electron is left unhybridized and 

occupies the 2pz orbital pointed out of graphene plane. They form weak π-bonds with 

adjacent carbon atoms that, unlike the σ-bonds, overlap perpendicular to bond axis. The π-

bonds play the dominant role in transport properties of graphene whereas the in-plane σ-

bonds are responsible for high mechanical strength and robustness. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 (a) Graphene real space unit cell spanned by unit vectors a1 and a2 containing 2 

atoms, one from each A and B sublattice. Nearest neighbor distance vectors are defined as δi 

(i=1,2,3) (b) Reciprocal graphene space; Brillion cell, primitive reciprocal-lattice vectors 

|b1|=b2|=2π/a and zone boundaries and high symmetry points. 

 

In order to explain the electronic structure of graphene we shall further examine its crystal 

structure. Figure 2.4a displays the real space lattice which can be described by a 

superposition of two hexagonal Bravais lattices, so called sub lattices denoted A and B. The 
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unit cell consists of 1 atom from each sub lattice spanned by the unit vectors a1 and a2 with 

|a1|= |a2|=2.46 Å. A sub lattice atom is adjacent to 3 opposite sub lattice atoms with nearest 

neighbor distance, |δi(i=1,2,3)| =  1.42 Å. 

A rather straightforward way to describe the low-energy electronic band structure of 

graphene is to use the tight-binding model by considering only the π-bonds to participate 

with the two pz-orbitals, one from each sub lattice in the unit cell. The Schrödinger equation 

(SE) in momentum space is to be solved to get the band structure: 

 

)(kEH           (2.1) 

 

Where the wave function Ψ is a linear combination of two Bloch function from the two 

carbon atoms in sublattice A and B. The tight-binding model is simplified by considering 

only nearest neighbor interactions which well describes the periodic potential in graphene. 

To determine the Hamiltonian the diagonal elements in can be taken from integration over 

each single carbon atom in sub lattice A and B and their compositional identically gives 

HAA=HBB value which can be set to zero as energy reference.
32

 

The off-diagonal matrix elements essentially describe the coupling between A and B 

sublattice. With three nearest neighbor vectors for δ1, δ2, δ3 expressed in Cartesian vector 

coordinates from figure 2.4a as: 
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HAB can then be written as: 
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The function f(k) in equation 2.3 above describes sublattice coupling and t is the so called 

transfer integral determined from the π-bonding orbitals and nearest neighbor distance. For 

graphene lattice a typical value for t is ~3 eV.
32

 

Further, H is Hermitian so that we have: HBA=HAB* and as a result the complete Hamiltonian 

for the graphene sub-lattices can be written: 
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Solving E(k) in the Schrödinger equation (Eq. 2.1) we get the π-orbital band structure
33

: 
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The function in equation 2.5 is plotted in 3D in figure 2.5a bellow where the interesting band 

structure features are illuminated. An ideal isolated graphene layer has the valence band and 

conductance band touching each other at a single point in k-space right at the K points of 

hexagon Brillouin zone displayed in figure 2.4b. Hence there is no gap in-between the 

valence and conductance band like in other common semiconductors making graphene to a 

zero-gap semiconductor. 
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Figure 2.5 (a) Fermi surface of graphene by the tight-binding model. The Fermi surface 

vanishes where the valence band and conduction band meet at the so called Dirac point. The 

blow up shows the linear dispersion (Dirac cones) for the π-bands close to the Dirac point. 

(b) Band structure of graphene from ab initio calculations along high symmetry lines in the 

2D Brillouin zone. Here all bands are visible including contributions from σ-bonds. The 

linear energy dispersion from π-bonds can be seen near the Fermi level at the K point. Taken 

from reference [27]. 

 

Importantly, there are three so called valleys, each centered around K and K’ points in the 

Brillion zone with equivalent linear energy- momentum dispersion around E(K)=0 

(E(K’)=0). We can evaluate f(k) at these points with reciprocal coordinates determined from 

the primitive reciprocal lattice vectors b1 and b2 from figure 2.4b:  
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We get f(k) at these points: 
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Hence there is no interaction between the two sublattices exactly at K and K’ points. They do 

however hold the same quantum states which results in the energy degeneracy shown in 

figure 2.5a. Because of the linearity of the band structure in the K and K’ valleys we can 

Taylor expand Eq. 2.3 at K(K’) to only include linear terms. We do this with help from a 

wave vector measured from K expressed as:  

 

Kk           (2.8) 

 

Similar transformation can be done for K’. Off-diagonal Hamiltonian elements become
34
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This results in a new approximate Hamiltonian for electrons close to E(K) : 
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Where vF is the Fermi velocity: 

 

2
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This Hamiltonian in equation 2.10 is similar to the one used to describe relativistic particles 

with zero rest mass, i.e. Dirac particles.
35

 Therefore graphene fermions at K and K’ points are 
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often refereed to as Dirac-like fermions and the points at E(K(K’)) where the bands overlap 

are refereed to the Dirac points. We get energy Eigenvalues and Eigenfunctions for the new 

Hamiltonian (eq. 2.10) as: 
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Where φ is the polar angle κ vector in the graphene plane.
34

 The linear energy-momentum 

dispersion is obvious from the eigenvalues and the Fermi velocity (vF ≈ c/300 where c is the 

speed of light) is constant independent on the energy. 

2.2.1 Graphene on SiC(0001) 

The energy-momentum dispersion of graphene derived from theory is experimentally 

confirmed from samples of graphene grown on SiC(0001). Importantly, a substrate mediated 

interaction with the graphene exists that alters the electronic properties of the epitaxial 

graphene and will be discussed in the following. 

What deserves special attention is the graphene-SiC interface which consists of a so called 

buffer-layer and has the epitaxial match (6√3×6√3)R30° with the SiC substrate. A bare buffer 

layer can be formed by heating the SiC crystal to temperatures around 1000 °C in UHV and 

further heating to around 1300 °C allows for controlled growth of graphene covered buffer 

layer. The (6√3×6√3)R30° buffer layer is commensurate with the 13 ×13 graphene unit cell 

with ~0.14 % epitaxial strain: 
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ÅÅSiC 94.31073.33636 a  

ÅÅG 98.3146.21313 a  

 

The buffer layer and its existence has been long known but its atomic configuration and 

composition has been widely debated and difficult to interpret because of its complex 

appearance in STM and LEED measurements.
36

 Angle resolved photo emission can however 

give an interesting comparison of buffer and graphene layer on SiC(0001). Interestingly, the 

ARPES recorded for buffer layer and graphene on SiC(0001) displayed in figure 2.6a-b show 

remarkable similarities in their corresponding σ-band structure with binding energy 5 to 25 

eV. The similar shape and width of σ-bands suggests that the buffer layer is topologically 

very similar to graphene with same honey comb lattice structure and carbon-carbon bond 

lengths.
37

 What is on the other hand strikingly different from the two surfaces is the π-bands 

which holds the delocalized π-states crucial for transport properties (fig. 2.6a-b). The buffer 

layer exhibit no graphene like π-bands around the Fermi level, in fact there are no states at all 

available making the 6√3 layer semiconducting compared to graphene which show the 

presence of the Dirac cone. ARPES in figure 2.6c-d clearly show this discrepancy around the 

K-point close to zero binding energy. Consequently, the buffer layer can be described as a 

“dead” graphene layer that has strong covalent bonds to the SiC through the carbon pz 

orbitals such that complete disruption its π-band structure occur. 

Photoemission spectra of C 1s core levels further illuminates the claim of significantly 

stronger substrate interaction of the buffer layer compared to the graphene sheet.
37
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Figure 2.6 (a) From ref. [37]: ARPES of buffer layer and (b) graphene grown on top of 

buffer layer. (c) From ref. [36]: Photoelectron intensity at the Brillouin zone K-point of 

buffer layer and (d) the epitaxial graphene. (e) Structural model of the SiC-buffer layer 

interface and SiC-graphene interface 
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Another important observation in figure 2.6a is that the σ-bands in the buffer layer are shifted 

up in energy compared to neutral graphite. As a result, Dirac point ED of the graphene layer 

relative to EF is also shifted but reduced to about 0.4-0.5 eV (fig. 2.6b and 2.6 d). This is 

explained by the fact that the graphene suffers from an intrinsic electron doping due to 

charge transfer from the substrate which corresponds to an excess charge of 1.1 · 10
13

 cm
-2

.
38

 

This charge transfer originates from Si-dangling bonds due to considerable lattice mismatch 

within the 6√3 unit cell at the SiC-buffer layer interface and has been confirmed by DFT 

calculations.
39

 Estimations from photoemission studies suggest that about every third carbon 

atom form covalent C-Si that is coexisting with unsaturated Si-dangling bonds. A cartoon 

schematic of the approximate interface structure for buffer layer with covalent bond mixed 

with Si-dangling bands is shown in figure 2.6e along with the same structure with the 

additional on-top graphene layer. 

2.2.2 Charge Transport in Graphene 

The π-band electrons are located close to the Fermi level, delocalized in a crystal and thereby 

used to determine transport properties of graphene. The charge carrier mobility is a crucial 

parameter for the performance of a 2DEG device and is often cited when highlighting 

graphene electronic properties. Carrier mobility is a quantity relating the Fermi velocity of 

electrons or holes to applied electric field across a material and for graphene its room 

temperature intrinsic mobility extends over 200.000 cm
2
/ (V·s).

40
 For comparison the 

maximum values for Si is 1400 cm
2
/ (V·s) for electrons and around 450 cm

2
/ (V·s) for the 

hole mobility at 300K with carrier concentration 10
14

 cm
-2

.
41

 Importantly and sharp contrast 
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to Si and other conventional semiconductor materials, mobility in graphene is essentially 

independent on the carrier concentration (holes and electrons) up to 10
13

 cm
-2

 from either 

electrically or chemically doped samples.
5
  

So what is the reason behind these superb transport properties of graphene? It can mainly be 

explained by two reasons. The first is a reduced lattice vibration scattering in graphene 

(phonons scattering) which is what drastically limits the mobility in Si as the temperature 

reaches room temperature.  

 

 

Figure 2.7 Pseudospin for Dirac-like fermions in K’ and K valleys in graphene. Small 

momentum backscattering becomes inefficient since it requires a flip of the pseudospin. A 

hopping in between valleys is possible without having to flip the pseudospin (pseudospin 

backscattering). Note that there are two bands crossing each other which gives a “chirality” 

of the valleys with the pseudospin. 
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Optical phonons have barely any temperature dependent impact on graphene mobility up to 

room temperature because of their energies above 150 meV are too high to couple with 

Fermi electrons in graphene.
42

. The second explanation for the good mobility in graphene 

comes directly from the Dirac-like behavior of fermions in graphene. Dirac cone states carry 

so called pseudospin due to their chiral symmetry in K and K’ valleys and is observed from 

eigenfunctions solved from the Dirac-like Hamiltonan (eq. 2.12). The chirality is important 

when description of mobility of massless charge carriers in graphene because conservation of 

both momentum and pseudospin needs to be considered during a scattering event. At 

complete backscattering (180°) is not theoretically allowed since it requires a flip of the 

pseudo spin in the massless cone (K or K’ valley) (fig. 2.9). 

A clear proof of graphene intrinsic ultra high mobilities were demonstrated for suspended 

graphene samples in a Hall bar set-up where mobilites of 200.000 cm
2
/ (V·s) were 

measured.
43

 However as graphene is deposited on a substrate mobility numbers are 

drastically reduced. It appears almost inevitable to find substrates for graphene that does not 

impact on graphene transport properties and this is probably the biggest engineering 

challenge graphene based devices are facing. The first groundbreaking measurements were 

made on exfoliated graphene samples on SiO2 with measured room temperature mobilites up 

to 15 000 cm
2
/ (V·s) for both holes and electrons.

5
 Even though such values are still 

impressive compared to Si, extrinsic disorder (interactions with the SiO2 substrate) reduces 

mobilites by more than an order of magnitude. The season for this has been widely debated 

but experiments have shown that interfacial charges at SiO2-graphene interface are the main 
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source of scattering.
44, 45

 Short range disorder like charged impurites can, unlike long-range 

disorders (deformation or bending of graphene crystal), couple to the pseudospin portion of 

the wave function and allow for “pseudospin backscattering” (see fig. 2.9) that could be 

responsible for a great portion of scattering events in graphene.
45, 46

 

For epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) the Hall-effect mobilites are even further reduced 

compared to exfoliated graphene on SiO2. Tedesco et al. measured room temperature values 

around 1500 cm
2
/ (V·s).

47
 and partially this low value is due the substrate mediated doping 

described in previous section.
48

 Jobst et al. showed that if the intrinsic charge carrier 

concentration (1.1·10
13

 cm
-2

) is reduced by a chemical static gate to 5.4·10
10

 cm
-2

, epitaxial 

graphene have similar low temperature (25 K) mobilites as graphene on Si02; up to 29000 

cm
2
/ (V·s). Surprisingly they also observed a dramatic temperature dependence of the 

mobility with the value only 2500 cm
2
/ (V·s) at room temperature. Such a temperature 

dependence may be due to interface phonons or crystal imperfections but exact cause 

remains unclear.
48

 Substrate induced impediment of graphene transport characteristics are in 

general difficult to interpret and need further consideration to take full advantage of graphene 

intrinsic mobility in high-performance electronic devices. 

2.2.3 Disruption of Graphene Band Structure 

The perhaps biggest future challenge of graphene is to be able to maintain its unique 

electronic properties during and after manufacturing of graphene devices. A clear example of 

this was presented in previous section where graphene substrate interactions significantly 
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impede transport properties in graphene. In this section, intrinsic disruption and manipulation 

of graphene band structure shall be discussed.  

The linear E-k dispersion in graphene band structure is sensitive for factors that are breaking 

the two dimensional A and B sublattice symmetry of the graphene unit cell and the most 

common example for this is when multiple graphene layers are stacked on top of each other 

as in the famous carbon allotrope graphite. In graphite layers are stacked in AB configuration 

(Bernal stacking) resulting in a 3-dimensional unit cell containing four electrons from a total 

of three adjacent graphene planes (fig. 2.10a). The layer separation is relatively large (~3.35 

Å) so that only weak electronic interactions occur between adjacent layers. However such 

interactions can easily be observed in STM at energies low enough compared to the graphite 

interlayer hoping energy, usually less than 100 meV.
49

 Figure 2.10b shows an STM image of 

graphite imaged at -10 meV and clearly one sub-lattice show up more intense compared to 

the other resulting in a triangular symmetry in the image instead of the honeycomb structure. 

The two sublattices are inequivalent in the layer stacking sequence (equivalent in a single 

layer) since there are 4 carbon atoms positions in the graphite units cell, A, A’, B, B’ (fig. 

2.10a). One of the top-layer sublattice atoms (B) are positioned over hollow sites in the layer 

below while the other top-layer sublattice (A) is positioned directly over atoms (A’) in the 

layer below (fig. 2.10c). Consequently, the low-energy density of states for the A sublattice is 

reduced compared to the B sublattice which is picked up in the STM morphology.  
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Figure 2.8 (a) Schematic side-view of AB stacked graphene layers in graphite. Shaded area 

shows graphite unit cell with participating atoms from 3 layers and 2 different positions for 

each graphene sublattice: A, A’, B, B’. Interlayer distance is 3.5 Å (b) STM of graphite 

imaged at Bias =-10 mV, I = 1 nA where π-orbitals from one toplayer sublattice protrude 

more than the second sublattice due to AB-stacking discussed in the text. Superimposed is 

the full honeycomb cartoon structure from both sublattices. (c) Schematic top-view of the 

two top-most layers in an AB-stacked graphite structure. 

 

As a result of this interlayer interaction, graphite has band overlap and deviations from the 

linear dispersion relation to a more parabolic shape such that the effective mass becomes a 

non-zero value.
50

 The number of layers should thus be limited to avoid inter-plane interaction 

due to graphene AB-stacking which is highly relevant for epitaxial graphene grown on 

SiC(0001) because its layer stacking being identical to that of graphite. 

Worth mentioning is that graphene grown on the C-face of SiC is stacked in a different 

configuration other than Bernal stacking which can lead to a reduction of inter-plane 

interactions. The stacking on this face is such that individual graphene layers behave as they 

were almost completely isolated and may explain why charge carrier mobilites are 

significantly higher for thick graphene films (5-100 layers) grown on the C-face compared to 

single layer graphene films on the Si-face of SiC(0001).
51
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Further, it is from a device technological aspect, motivated to intentionally manipulate 

graphene electronic structure by inducing a bandgap. The lack of a bandgap makes graphene 

impossible to operate in an insulating off-state switching mode in conventional field effect 

transistor geometry. The electronic band structure can however be manipulated again by 

breaking the equivalence of the A and B by stripping graphene into narrow nanoribbons. The 

edge geometry of a nanoribbon, which lacks the A and B sublattice symmetry, becomes 

significant for electronic structure of ribbons thinner than a few tens of nanometers. The 

edges then affect the density of states at the Fermi level enough to create a bandgap of finite 

energy between the conduction band and valence band. Energy gaps of up to 0.3 eV have 

been measured from a graphene ribbon width of 10 nm.
52

  

Edge effects in a nanoribbon will also influence transport properties and there exist an 

inverse relationship between mobility and band gap so that for an extremely narrow graphene 

ribbon, large bandgap is induced but with poor mobility.
53

 Low power applications are 

therefore best suited for graphene nanoribbons however to controllably pattern circuits of 

ribbons with sharp edges and narrow widths are experimentally very challenging to 

accomplish. 

2.3 Proposed Future Graphene Devices 

As discussed in previous section, graphene might not be useful for “digital”charge based 

electronics because of its lack of bandgap. Instead other bandgap-independent electronic 

application may become the niche for graphene. Infact, IBM has already realized such device 

from graphene grown on SiC(0001) with graphene-FET’s and graphene-conductors in a 
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integrated circuit operating as a radio-frequency mixer at frequencies up to 10 GHz, about 50 

times faster than the Si-based counterpart.
54

 Another way of accommodate electric charge in 

a unconventional graphene device is to make use of electron optics with lensing and focusing 

possibilities from graphene heterojunctions.
55

 Experiments led by Phillip Kim at Columbia 

University have experimentally demonstrated theoretical predictions that a graphene p-n 

junction structure can collimate ballistically transported carriers analogous to optical 

phenomena of a so called super lens (Veselago lens).
55, 56

 This is possible due to the so called 

Klein paradox in graphene where Dirac-like fermions can tunnel through potential barriers in 

the absence of back scattering and conservation of momentum for the gapless chiral graphene 

band structure in the vicinity of the Dirac point (see. Figure 2.9). Charge carrier 

concentrations can be fine-tuned from either electric fields or chemical doping and if the 

densities on the n- and p-side of a graphene hetrojunction are equal, the normal-to-interface 

junction wave vector component (pseudo-spin and momentum) are preserved and can be 

transmitted through such symmetric potential barrier with unit probability (see. Figure 2.9). 

As a result, a ballistic n-p-n graphene junction can serve as an electron Veselago Lens or as a 

beamsplitter by electrostatically engineer the local geometry of the n- and p-doped regions as 

shown in figure 2.11.
56

 In terms of the focus capabilities of such a device sub-wavelength 

resolution is less an issue by using electrons compared to photons in an optical lens. 
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Figure 2.9 (a) Electron Veselago lens based on graphene n-p-n junctions. By varying the 

charge carrier density in the p-type region by a top gate, an electron point source in one n-

type region can be focused to desired position in the opposite n-type region. (b) Beam-splitter 

with prism-shaped p-region. From ref. [56]. 

 

The critical challenges are instead thermal energy distributions around the Fermi level for 

charge carriers and to achieve electrostatic barriers that are sharp enough, on the order of the 

electron wavelength.
55

 

Other proposed devices that could benefit from graphene properties are touch screens, solar-

cell electrodes and other flexible electronics. Graphene possess both high optical 

transparency and mechanical flexibility which makes it a material candidate for transparent 

electrodes superior to today’s commercial transparent electrodes such as indium tin oxides.
57

 

Finally to mention, exotic devices based on alternative state variables, other than electron 

charge based electronics, can stem from graphene’s potential. Spin-valve devices for 

example are obvious research targets because of extremely weak spin-orbit coupling in 
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graphene that allows for efficient spin propagation over long distances.
58

 A proposed spin-

FET involves graphene to be used as an active channel where spin injection and detection are 

achieved from ferromagnetic source and drain while a ferromagnetic gate dielectric would 

manipulate spin to accommodate a spin filter effect.
58
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3: EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY 

The experimental methods utilized in this study were low energy electron diffraction 

(LEED), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). 

These were all part of an Omicron multi-purpose ultra high vacuum (UHV) system with two 

separate chambers, preparation chamber and analysis chamber. 

  

 

Figure 3.1 UHV multi purpose system with two separated chambers. The methods used in 

this work were LEED, Auger and STM, all located in the analysis chamber. 
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The preparation chamber holds a base pressure of 2×10
-9

 mB and the analysis chamber has a 

base pressure of 2×10
-11

 mB. The system is capable of STM in variable temperatures (77 K-

750 K), LEED, AES, ion beam sputtering, 4 cells for various electron beam metal deposition, 

residual gas analysis and fast entry lock for sample and tip exchange. The equipment used is 

shown in figure 3.1 and are described in the following. 

3.1 Auger Electron Spectroscopy 

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) is an analytical technique used to determine the 

quantitative chemical composition of surfaces, first described by Pierre Auger in 1925.
59

 

Electrons with moderate kinetic energy (1-10 keV) strike the specimen perpendicularly and 

ionize an inner electron level which is the start of an inelastic 3 step scattering process. A 

phase sensitive detection system makes it possible to distinguish and measure the resulting 

surface ejected electrons, so called Auger electrons which can be seen as finger prints of each 

element present on the sample surface.
60

 

3.1.1 The Auger Process 

Auger electrons normally have a kinetic energy of 30-1000 eV. The short mean free path of 

electrons in this energy range makes AES to a surface sensitive technique. Image 3.2 

illustrates the three step process involved in Auger electron spectroscopy. High energy 

excitation particles (electrons, photons or even He atoms) are allowed to interact with the 

sample surface and ionize a core state electron. After a relaxation this creates a photoelectron 

and an atom with a core hole. A deexcitation proceeds to fill this core hole with a less 
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strongly bound electron and the excess energy from this decay ejects another less strongly 

bond electron. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Schematic illustration of a typical Auger transition process. The participating 

electron shells are a core shell (K) and shells close to the Fermi level, L1 and L2 in this case. 

Image taken from [61]. 

 

This ejected electron is the measured Auger electron. Hence the atom is left in a two electron 

ionized state after a complete Auger process. Typical notations for the type of Auger 

transition can be for example KlL1L2 or L3VV where K corresponds to 1s, L1 → 2s, L2 → 

2p1/2, L3 → 2p3/2 etc. and V stands for a valence band electron. The kinetic energy of an Auger 

electron leaving an atomic orbital can be written as
62

: 

 

Ekin = Ec –Ei –Ej – Ucor       (3.1) 

 

Where Ec is the core electron energy, Ei, Ej are the energies of the respective higher lying 

states and Ucor relates to the correlation energy between the two valence holes in the final 

state of the Auger process. An Auger spectrum is composed of all possible combinations of 
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Ei, Ej in the valence band makes the Auger line shape reflecting a self-convolution of the 

distribution of the density of states (DOS). An example of this is the well studied KVV line 

shape of graphite where the DOS can be divided up in partial density of states components. 

Houston et al. showed that if each component is multiplied with an own specific hole 

correlation σ*σ, σ*π and π *π an experimental Auger line shape can be theoretically 

explained in terms of the chemical bonding of the carbon.
63

 

In order to detect the Auger electrons they have to make it the way up to the surface and 

overcome the work function of the sample. Due to the short inelastic mean free path, 

scattering events during this process will create a wide range of secondary electrons. 

Therefore the Auger signal will be hidden in other secondary electron noise and contains 

Auger information only from a few top most atomic surface layers. The Auger electrons can 

also give up energy to surface Plasmon’s which might show up as a peak close to the Auger 

related peaks in the energy spectrum.
63

 

If the sample to be investigated is insulating the two final state holes are immobile and can 

not easily be transported away from the surface. This results in sample charging which will 

strongly disturb the Auger signal. 

Another consequence from the two electron ionization process is that no Auger peaks will 

appear from either hydrogen or helium which only has 1 and 2 electrons respectively. 

Virtually any other element can be detected however the probability of radiative relaxation of 

the core hole (i.e. X-ray fluorescence) increases with increasing atomic number. 
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3.1.2 Detection of Auger Electron Energies 

To select and collect electrons with a particular energy an electron energy analyzer is 

required. There exist electrostatic analyzers using dispersive or retarding field where the 

dispersive so called cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA)
64

 is the most common and used in this 

work. Its basic construction consists of an outer cylinder, an inner cylinder with entrance and 

exit slits and a detector. An electric field applied between the two coaxial cylinders (inner 

cylinder to ground) will deflect incoming electrons differently depending on their kinetic 

energy and only electrons with certain energy will make it through the exit slit and on to the 

detector. Scanning the potential over the coaxial cylinder will sweep electrons with different 

energies across the detector to generate a spectrum of dN(E)/dE where N(E) is the electron 

energy distribution. The fractional resolution, ΔE/E, in a CMA is independent of energy and 

therefore the transmission function is proportional to the energy. Hence the measured 

spectrum is proportional to E·N(E). On the other hand, with increasing energy the detection 

efficiency D(E) of the electron multiplier is drastically decreased.
65

 These two effects 

compensate for each other and therefore a whole spectrum can be recorded with the same 

gain. The output current I(E) is thus proportional to: 

 

)()()( EDENEEI        (3.2) 

 

The signal from each electron hitting the detector is greatly amplified by an electron channel 

multiplier, so called channeltron. Often the current of electrons reaching the detector is too 

large so they arrive too closely spaced to be distinguishable as separate events. This is called 
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the analogue mode and the current signal has to be modulated in order to separate the Auger 

electrons buried in a strong secondary electron background. This is accomplished by use of a 

lock-in amplifier which superimposes a modulation voltage on to the outer mirror voltage Uo: 

 

ΔU=Asin(ωt + Φext)        (3.3) 

 

ω is the frequency, Φext is phase shift and A is the modulation amplitude.  

 

 

Figure 3.3 Signal and data processing for AES analysis. (a) CMP connected to a 

channeltron. (b) Basic principles of a lock-in amplifier (single phase): A known reference 

signal is multiplied by the in-signal. An integrator acts as a low-pass filter which gives the 

output proportional to one half the amplitude of the signal derivative. Image (a) taken and 

modified from [66]. 
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The total current out from the channeltron is then I(Uo +ΔU) and can be written in terms of 

Taylor expansion 

 

)sin()()()()()( tAUIUIUUIUIUUI ooooo   (3.4) 

 

Second and higher order derivates are here neglected since the modulation amplitude is 

assumed to be very small compared to Uo. A simplification of how a lock-in amplifier works 

is showed in figure 3.3b. A reference frequency is multiplied to the signal I(U+ΔU) with a 

sinusoidal reference to enter a low pass filter X. An integrator acts as the low pass filter 

where the signal is integrated over a time much longer than the period of ω, typically 10-300 

ms. This gives a non-zero value of the signal out only if the reference signal and signal in are 

in phase. The in-signal for an ideal amplifier (Φext = 0) gives: 
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  (3.5) 

 

Hence the lock-in can measure the amplitude of A·I’(Uo) which is proportional to dn(E)/dE 

according to equation (3.2). For this first derivate signal the signal to noise ratio is drastically 

reduced and clear Auger peaks can be distinguished on the spectra, thanks to the lock-in 

technique. 
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Figure 3.4 Modulation used to increase signal to noise ratio in AES analysis. (a) Typical 

spectra from the electron distribution, N(E). (b) Signal is modulated by a high frequency, low 

amplitude signal allowing to measure dN(E)/dE. (c) The first derivate of modulation gives a 

clear AES spectrum. Image taken from ref [66]. 
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3.1.3 Graphene Thickness Measurement Using Auger Spectroscopy 

Auger spectroscopy is utilized in this work to monitor the surface Si sublimation when 

annealing SiC samples. This is done by comparing Auger peaks from the carbon content and 

the Silicon content on the surface. Such comparison also gives a direct estimation of the 

graphene thickness grown on the surface. A model for the graphene thickness was developed 

by Li
66

 where the Auger attenuation for Si (KLL) and C(KLL) was used for different types of 

layer structures underneath the graphene.  

 

 

Figure 3.5 Estimated graphene layers versus Auger peak-to-peak ration of the 

Si(LVV)/C(KLL). The image is taken from ref. [66] but corrected for the intermediate 

carbon-rich buffer layer that is always present underneath the epitaxial graphene grown on 

SiC. The zeroth layer simply corresponds to the buffer layer. 
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One part of Li’s model involves a graphene lying right on top of the SiC crystal. This is not 

the real case because there will be an intermediate carbon buffer layer in between with the 

same structure and number of carbon atoms per surface area as graphene (Se section 2.2.1). 

This will make Li’s model to overestimate the graphene thickness with approximately 1 

layer. This overestimation is corrected in the diagram below. 

3.2 Low Energy Electron Diffraction 

Low Energy Electron diffraction (LEED) is based on the fact that electrons are diffracted in 

the same way as light is diffracted by a grating.
67

 A LEED experiment is performed by 

bombarding an ordered surface with electrons and then analyze the elastically back-scattered 

electrons as a function of direction and intensity. The scattered electrons produce a 

diffraction pattern which is a scaled image of the surface atomic symmetry in reciprocal 

space. The incoming electrons hitting the sample surface have a relatively low kinetic energy 

in the range of 30-300 eV. In this energy range the electron wavelength is comparable to the 

lattice spacing of typical surfaces and has the lowest possible escape depth, see fig. 3.6.
68

 

This makes LEED to powerful surface geometrical analysis tool being able to probe only 

about the 3 top most atomic layers on a crystal surface.  

Combining LEED with real space scanning tunneling microscopy usually solves surface 

atom arrangements in a straightforward way.
69
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Figure 3.6 Variations in mean escape depth of various materials as a function of electron 

energy. Taken from ref. [68]. 

 

3.2.1 Four-Grid LEED System 

A standard LEED equipment design has been used in this work with the primary parts 

consisting of four retarding potential grids, electron gun and a phosphor screen as the 

collector. A filament made of thoriated tungsten (WTh) was used as the electron source in the 

electron gun. The filament is resistively heated to emit electrons which are accelerated by 

positive potential anodes relative to the gun anode. The accelerated electrons are launched on 

the sample surface with a ~ 1 mm diameter beam. The sample sits in the center of a four-grid 

metal and a phosphor screen constructed as concentric hemispheres. The first grid is 

connected to earth to provide a field free space in between the sample and the first grid. The 
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second and third grid are called suppressors and have a negative potential applied acting as a 

high energy pass filter to only allow elastically scattered electrons through and suppress 

inelastic scattered electrons. Grid four is grounded to avoid a high capacity building up in 

between grid and the collector. This is a possibility since the collector is at a high voltage 

potential of 6kV in order to render the diffraction beams visible on the phosphor screen. 

 

 

Figure 3.7 (a) Diagram of a four-grid reverse view LEED system optics. (b) Atomic scale 

image in 1D of the electron beam impinging and scattered off an ordered sample surface with 

lattice spacing a. Laue Conditions for the normal incidence electrons are fulfilled if the phase 

shift d = a·sin θ equals an integar number of the electron wave length, λ. 

 

3.2.2 Kinematic Theory of LEED 

The definition of kinematic scattering states that an electron incident on a surface is 

diffracted elastically only once at the surface. This theory can be considered fairly realistic 

due to the short penetration depth for the low energy electrons and can explain most of the 

basic physics involved in electron diffraction. 
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A free incident electron on a surface atomic unit cell can be described by a plane wave. This 

plane wave will be scattered in all directions but will interact with other waves scattered from 

neighboring surface unit cells. The waves will interfere if they are all in phase at a certain 

position in space meaning that their path differs by an integer number of wavelengths λ 

(assuming same phase shift from the scattering for all incoming electrons). The length of λ 

integers can be visualized in one dimension based on the lattice distance, a, and scattered 

angles, called Laue condition: 

 

a(sin θn - sin θ0) = nλ,  n = 1,2,3…     (3.6) 

 

Where θ0 is incident angle for the electrons and θn is the scattered angle with respect to the 

surface normal. For electrons at normal incidence, (3.6) reduces to asin θn= nλ which is the 

case for LEED experiments (see fig 3.7b). 2-dimensionall generalizing (3.6) in unit vectors s 

and s0 the same expression will appear as: 

 

a1·(s-s0) = hλ,  h = 1,2,3..      (3.7) 

a2·(s-s0) = kλ,  k = 1,2,3..      (3.8) 

 

Where a1 and a2 are the real space lattice vectors. It is here obvious that the diffracted beams 

are determined by Δs = s-s0 which are given by integral multiples of the basic units λ/|a1| or 

λ/|a2|. It is then appropriate to define a reciprocal lattice vector such that: a1* = 1/a1 and a2* = 

1/a2. In two dimensions the real space lattice is described by the two lattice vectors a1 and a2 
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and the correspondent reciprocal lattice can then be constructed from basis vectors a1* and 

a2*. The Laue condition in (3.7) and (3.8) can thus be solved whenever 

 

Δs = λ(ha1* + ka2*) = λghk       (3.9) 

 

The 2D reciprocal lattice vectors makes up rods like (01), (02) etc. and are constructed such 

that they are parallel to each other and perpendicular to the real space 2D plane.
70

  

A simple geometric visualization of the kinematic diffraction process can be made with help 

from the so called Ewalds construction.
71

  

 

 

Figure 3.8 (a) The Ewalds-sphere construction in LEED viewed parallel to the surface. (b) 

Real space setup of LEED.  The blue triangles are analogous in the two images and 

determine a direct mapping of the reciprocal lattice spot projected on a phosphor screen.  

 

The incident beam may be represented in reciprocal space by a vector k0 of length 1/λ. Now 

since we are dealing with elastically scattered electrons in LEED, the scattered beams will 

have the same length. A sphere with radius of the incident and scattered beam length can be 
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drawn which is called the Ewalds sphere. If the Ewalds sphere is superimposed on the 

reciprocal lattice rods, constructive diffraction conditions are fulfilled only when a reciprocal 

lattice point falls on the Ewalds sphere (see fig. 3.8a). The scattering vector component 

parallel to the surface must then equal a vector of the 2D surface reciprocal lattice. The real 

space analogous is shown in figure 3.8b as of the basic experimental setup of a LEED 

experiment. Due to these requirements, only a well defined periodic surface will exhibit a 

sharp LEED pattern.  

3.2.3 Interpreting LEED Pattern 

From the diffraction pattern visualized by the phosphor screen, the real space lattice distance 

can be calculated from the Laue conditions in equation (3.6). Using normal incidence 

electron, θ0 will equal 0 and sin θn can be replaced by the ratio of x/R as denoted in figure 

3.8b. This gives the length of the nearest neighbor distance in between the surface atoms: 
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The energy of the incident electrons is obviously changing the spacing in between the 

diffraction spots according to (3.10) and figure 3.8b. Large energy will give small distances 

and small energy will give large distances in between the spots. Hence, the electron energy, 

has the function analogues to a zoom effect of the diffraction pattern by lowering the kinetic 

electron energy. 
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If the lattice spacing is to be determined from a close-packed hexagonal atomic arrangement 

like SiC(0001), the nearest neighbor distance is shorter than the actual primitive unit cell 

lattice by a factor of sin 60° = √3/2. This factor needs therefore to be multiplied to the right 

hand side of equation (3.10) for a hexagonal lattice used in this work. The primitive unit cell 

is the smallest cell corresponding to a single lattice point of a structure with translational 

symmetry and since we are here dealing surfaces this symmetry is in 2D. The substrate 

primitive unit cell parameters are often well known of the sample prior to a LEED 

experiment. More of interest is the so called superlattices at surfaces. This is an additional 

periodicity which can be due to an intrinsic reconstruction of the clean surface or the 

presence of an ordered adsorbed molecular overlayer. To the different reconstructions of SiC 

the Wood notation
72

 will be used to label the scheme for those superlattices. If the substrate 

lattice vectors are defined by a1 and a2 and the lattice vectors of the superlattice by b1 and b2 

then the whole system is described with Wood notation by
72

:   
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Where Rα includes the possibility of rotation of the overlayer unit cell by α degrees with 

respect to the unit cell of the substrate. For example, a common superlattice often apparent 

on bare SiC(0001) surfaces is the (√3×√3)R30° reconstruction described according to Wood 

notation. This superlattice thus have unit cell vectors that are √3 times the unit vector of the 

SiC substrate meanwhile being rotated 30 degrees with respect to the SiC bulk structure. 
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3.3 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy - Techniques and Principles 

Scanning tunneling microscopy is today probably the most powerful single experimental 

method in the field of surface science. Developed and first demonstrated in 1982 by 

pioneering work of Binning et al.
73

 STM has since then stimulated a revolution in high-

resolution surface analysis and has already passed its expectations in imaging capabilities. It 

has been proven to be a very powerful and unique tool to determine local structural and 

electronic properties of surfaces down to sub-Ångstrom resolution. The strength in resolution 

makes it possible to distinguish single atomic defects, determine positions of empty or filled 

electron surface orbitals, probe local density of states etc. The list can be made long of the 

unique capabilities of STM that are inaccessible by other diffraction and spectroscopy 

techniques. 

3.3.1 Basic Setup and Principles 

The basic setup for an STM experiment involves a sharp metal tip brought in to close 

proximity to the surface to be investigated. At a typical distance of a few Ångstroms a 

quantum mechanical tunneling current can be established of approximately 1 nA by applying 

a small voltage bias in between the tip and the surface. The tunneling current is allowed if 

there exist an overlap of the tails of the wave functions within the vacuum gap of the tip and 

sample electrons and to create an image with help from this tunneling current, the tip is raster 

scanned over the surface at a constant current which is interpreted as a space image. 
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Figure 3.9 Simplified schematic view of an STM. The tip is scanned in the two lateral 

dimensions while a feedback circuit is constantly adjusting the tip height to keep the current 

constant.  The voltage supplied to the piezo drivers produces the path of the tip which gives 

an image of the shape of the surface. Taken from[75]. 

 

The electron wave functions decay exponentially in the vacuum gap which makes the 

tunneling current is extremely sensitive to the height of the tip above the surface. This can be 

illustrated by a simple but useful approximation of a STM tunneling process obtained from 

the typical finite rectangular barrier problem of quantum mechanics. The potential barrier can 

be seen as the vacuum region between two metal electrodes, in this case the tip and the 

sample surface. Within the barrier the solutions of the Schrödinger equation have the form
74

: 

 

ze , with 


)(2 nB EVm
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Where m is the resting mass of the electron, En is the energy of the state of the electron and 

VB is the potential barrier height. This potential is not constant as the rectangular barrier 

problem implies, however its average value is here adequate to use for simplicity. VB can be 

considered to be the vacuum level of the surface and therefore VB – En implies the work 

function. The tunneling current is proportional to the transmission coefficient T, which 

decays exponentially with the barrier width, d, as: 

 

IeT d2          (3.13) 

 

A work function of around 4-5 eV (as of most relevant STM samples) typically gives  

2κ~ 2 Å
-1

. Thus the tunnel current drops by approximately an order of magnitude for every 1 

Å separations in between the electrodes. To keep the current stable for such small variations 

requires precise control of the tip and sample. This is achieved by using piezoelectric drivers 

for the movement of the tip. By using such drivers in each x-, y- and z-direction the tip can 

be moved in extremely small steps. The tip is scanned in two lateral dimensions while a 

feedback circuit constantly adjusts the tip to keep the tunneling current constant. Meanwhile 

the whole apparatus is vibration isolated from the surrounding by springs and special 

designed tables. It becomes very challenging to interpret high resolution STM images 

containing just a few surface atoms. At these small scales it is difficult to define the meaning 

of the word “topography” since the image is a convolution of the physical and electronic 

structure of the surface. To interpret unknown surface structures a profound theoretical 

understanding is therefore needed to understand and analyze STM images. 
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3.3.2 The Physics of Tunneling 

Imagine two electrodes (tip and sample) that are allowed to be brought into close vicinity of 

each other. If the gap in between them is small enough, electrical equilibrium will be 

established, i.e. their Fermi levels will line up with each other (Fig. 3.10a). This equilibrium 

can be disturbed by applying a voltage V across the gap so that the Fermi levels will differ by 

eV. Tunneling can now occur for the electrons near the Fermi level from an occupied state to 

an unoccupied state in the tunneling window eV (see fig 3.10b). 

 

 

Figure 3.10 Schematics of potential barrier between electrodes for vacuum tunneling. (a) 

Two electrodes with slightly different work functions are brought to close proximity so that 

electrical equilibrium, i.e. a common Fermi level (EF), is established. (b) A bias voltage eV is 

applied which will cause the Fermi levels to differ by eV and enable current. The sample 

states between energy level EF-eV and EF can tunnel to the tip and generate a tunneling 

current. The schematic illustrates tunneling of one of such state with the wave function Ψn 

with energy En. (c) The tip-sample distance is defined between the topmost tip atom with 

respect to the nucleus of the nearest atom of the sample. Image taken and modified from [76]. 

 

By applying a positive voltage over the tip and keep the sample grounded, electrons will 

tunnel from the sample into the tip (imaging occupied states) as suppose to applying a 

negative voltage which will result in electrons tunneling from the tip into the sample 
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(imaging unoccupied states). A powerful and convenient approximation of the tunneling 

current was developed by Tersoff and Hamann.
77

 It is based on the first order perturbation 

theory using the wave functions for each free electrode and the electron transfer in between 

them as the perturbation. For a typical tip-sample separation of about 9 Å this is a reasonable 

approximation because of a fairly weak tip to sample coupling. The total current in first order 

perturbation theory becomes: 
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    (3.14) 

 

The sum is over all possible states where Mμν is the matrix element between the tip states Ψμ 

and the sample states Ψν and f(E) is the Fermi function: f(E)=(1+exp[(E-EF)/kBT])
-1

. The 

applied bias is denoted eV and the delta function manifests a consideration of only elastic 

tunneling.
78

 If the assumption is made that the temperature equals zero, the Fermi function 

become a step function and then (3.14) can be simplified to: 
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The difficult part in this equation is evaluating the tunneling matrix elements. The simplest 

way will be to choose the sample surface as evaluation surface written as
79

: 
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The actual atomic structure of the tip is generally not known. However Tersoff and Hamann 

showed that the tip wave functions can be approximated by those for an s-wave, i.e. spherical 

symmetric from a point source. This is a rather realistic model of the tip and for small 

voltages (3.15) reduces to: 
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     (3.17) 

 

The right hand side of this expression is simply the local density of states (LDOS), i.e. the 

charge density from states at the Fermi level on the surface right below the tip position. The 

s-wave approximation for the tip is valid for many surfaces however Chen et al. showed that 

for particularly close-packed metals the type of tip wave function is crucial for the surface 

corrugation in the STM image.
80

 

The formalism above is widely used since it incorporates the band structure and the surface 

density of states into the calculations in a convenient way. Another theoretical approach 

would be to solve the Schrödinger equation in a scattering approach by matching an incoming 

wave with a reflected and a transmitted wave. 

3.3.3 Constant Current Mode – Types of STM Images 

As the tip raster over the surface the piezo crystal is adjusting the tip-sample distance to 

restore a constant current chosen by the operator. This is called constant current mode and 

gives a conventional “topographic” image of the surface which virtually always serves as the 

initial step in a STM experiment. The step size in the (x.y) plane represents the lateral 
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resolution of the data recording and in this work 400 × 400 data points per frame is used. As 

an example, for a 100×100 nm
2 

large image this corresponds to lateral resolution limit of 0.25 

nm. This is in the same range of the atomic lattice spacing of graphene and SiC hence smaller 

scans are necessary if atomic resolution is wanted (~15×15 nm
2
 and smaller). The z height 

resolution is independent on scan size and therefore structures such as atomic steps can be 

seen even on very large STM images. The physical quantity measured by STM is the 

tunneling current which is the function of x=(x,y) and the sample-tip distance z: 

 

I= (x,z)         (3.18) 

 

The electronic feedback loop is responsible to keep the current constant at all times during 

the scan. When the tunneling conditions are changed in between two data acquisition points 

the current will change quicker than the feedback loop can respond, which will result in a 

“error” of the set point current ΔI(x,z). An image based on the error signal is here simply 

called a current image. By varying a so called loop gain and the time interval between 

adjacent data points, the operator can control how fast the feedback loop should response to 

ΔI(x,z). A too high loop gain will result in an amplified noise signal which will disturb the 

total signal. Too low gain may cause the tip to crash into the sample. If the applied voltage 

over the piezo crystal (in order to adjust the tip position caused by ΔI(x,z)) is considered, a 

topographic STM can be collected. Topographic and current images in constant current mode 

are the most common ways to present STM data and are extensively utilized in this work.   
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3.3.4 Imaging SiC and Graphene with STM – Bias Voltage Dependency 

Imaging semiconductor surfaces such as SiC often requires applied voltages of several volts. 

At these non-neglectable values of the applied bias the model by Tersoff and Hamann will 

not be appropriate for describing the tunneling current. 

An extension of equation (3.17) is therefore needed to treat semiconductor surfaces with their 

discontinuous density of states. The tunneling current when imaging at finite applied biases is 

commonly written, based on the WBK approximation as
81

: 
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Where ρS and ρT is the density of states of the sample versus tip respectively. A is the 

effective tunneling junction area and T(z,V,E) denotes the transmission function which 

account for the exponential increase of current with increased voltage. 

Equation 3.19 is important to keep in mind when interpreting STM images of bare SiC or 

graphene covered SiC surfaces. SiC a wide bandgap semiconductor in contrast to graphene 

which is a semi metal with no bandgap. Therefore, imaging bare SiC requires high voltages 

in the regime 1-3 eV but graphene can be imaged down to a few meV. In the case of epitaxial 

graphene on SiC(0001) both LDOS of the substrate interface and the graphene has to be 

considered. At small applied voltages graphene LDOS will have the most significant 

contribution to the tunneling current where the honeycomb lattice can be imaged. As the 

voltage is increased the SiC interface will be imaged simultaneously and completely 

dominate the tunneling current at around ±1.5 eV. This makes graphene to appear transparent 
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at high voltages which can be beneficial when studying the interface layer as will be 

demonstrated in chapter 7. 

3.4 Spectroscopy Using STM Tunneling Current 

Tunneling Spectroscopy allows additional dimensions in acquiring chemical and electronic 

properties of conductive surfaces. The merits of tunneling spectroscopy with an STM 

benefits from the precise locality and pre-selectivity under well defined conditions. Since the 

tunneling current is proportional to the density of states of the surface makes it possible to 

measure local electronic spectra with high energy resolution while collecting an STM image. 

The tunneling spectra energy window is limited to few eV on either side of the Fermi level as 

higher energies will access the field emission regime when voltage biases overcome the 

sample work function. 

Tunneling spectroscopy can be accomplished in several different ways. I will here describe 

two STS techniques that have been used in this work: current-voltage spectroscopy and 

constant-current tip-sample distance spectroscopy.  

3.4.1 Current-Voltage Spectroscopy (I-V) 

I-V Spectroscopy relying on the tunneling phenomena was actually first demonstrated over 

two decades before the invention of the STM. The year of 1960 Giaever conducted 

revolutionary tunneling spectroscopy studies using two macroscopic planar electrodes 

separated with a very thin uniform isolated film as the tunneling junction.
82
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Figure 3.11 Schematic of current-voltage (I-V) spectroscopy in STM. Taken from [81] 

 

A sweep of applied voltage over the electrodes resulted in a tunneling current and its 

differentiated tunneling conductance could be correlated to the density of states of the sample 

electrodes. An I/V curve in STM is collected in the same manner keeping the tip at a constant 

height over the sample simply by disengaging the feed back loop. This method is by far the 

most common technique for doing spectroscopy with an STM and has been demonstrated on 

all kinds of surfaces. The characteristics of an I/V spectra and the fixed height positioning of 

the tip is visualized in figure 1. A first derivative of the spectra (dI/dV) will reflect the 

sample local density of states (LDOS) as justified from Giaever’s planar junction 

experiments.
82

 However as the voltage is increased, current will rapidly increase due to the 

background tunneling transmission function growing exponentially (equation 3.19). To 

account for this dI/dV can be normalized in a way to better present LDOS: 
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To avoid signal to noise level to increase by numerical differentiation a lock-in amplifier can 

be used to directly measure a dI/dV signal. The same principle applies here as for Auger 

Spectroscopy lock-in detection described above where a modulated AC signal is added to the 

DC tip-sample voltage. It is important that the modulation frequency is chosen at a 

significantly higher frequency than the response of the feedback loop, usually frequencies in 

the order of kHz is sufficient. The use of lock-in dI/dV opens up the possibility of collecting 

spectroscopy images at the fixed voltages used during normal imaging operation, so called 

dI/dV mapping. Instead of having the integrated density of states to contribute to the 

tunneling (equation 3.19), dI/dV mapping will give electronic structures at an energy slit in 

LDOS at chosen voltage. The energy resolution (width of the slit) is controlled by the 

modulation amplitude. An amplitude of at least a few 10’s of meV is required at room 

temperature acquisition to avoid the signal drowning in the thermal broadening of about 100 

meV at room temperature.
76

 

3.4.2 Tip-Sample Distance-Voltage Spectroscopy (Z-V) 

Even though I-V spectroscopy is widely used and popular it suffers from the fact that the 

current is drastically increased as the voltage is increasing which may disturb or interrupt the 

surface to be measured. This is avoided in Z(V) spectroscopy where a small constant current 

is maintained throughout the whole spectra.  
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Figure 3.12 Schematic of tip-sample distance-Voltage (Z-V) spectroscopy in STM. Taken 

from [81]. 

 

The principles for this technique is simple (figure 3.12): The tip is positioned over a certain 

spot over the surface and the voltage is swept while the feed back lop is engaged (constant 

current). As the voltage increases the tip will retract to maintain the chosen current set point. 

This tip motion is proportional to the tunneling probability which results in an increased 

retraction rate at voltage regimes with enhanced LDOS. Z(V) method serves suitable to study 

barrier resonances at large positive biases for the purpose of characterizing local surface 

potential variations. Possible disadvantage with this method may be when acquiring spectra 

at negative and positive bias simultaneously because of the risk of tip crash when crossing 

zero voltage. 

In this work I have used z(V) to study image potential derived states for graphene on 

SiC(0001). These states are unoccupied and can be probed at several eV above the Fermi 

level. At these high bias voltages Z-V is superior over regular I-V spectroscopy because the 
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current can be kept at a low finite value. The image states have high LDOS and are therefore 

visualized as abrupt step-like features in the Z(V). The spectra are best represented in a 

numerically differentiated plot (dZ/dV) where image states appear as obvious peaks. 
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4: SELECTIVE Si-ETCHING ON SiC(0001) BY ATOMIC 

HYDROGEN TO AVOID PIT-FORMATION DURING 

GRAPHENE GROWTH 

In this chapter I will describe my research involving a new way of improving graphene 

growth on SiC(0001). The work is motivated from my Masters Thesis from Lund University, 

Sweden where I characterized the growth of graphene in UHV. From this study I concluded 

that pit formation of the SiC occur due to spatially inhomogeneous carbon superstructure 

nucleation during high temperature Si-sublimation. Here I will show that the Si-sublimation 

can be facilitated by selective surface etching using atomic hydrogen. 
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4.1 Abstract 

We present a novel technique of growing graphene using atomic hydrogen etching of 

SiC(0001) surfaces. Hydrogen atoms generated from a hot Tungsten filament selectively etch 

Silicon surface atoms over Carbon atoms thereby facilitating the Si-sublimation process at 

temperatures around 1000 °C according to Auger Electron Spectroscopy. This allows for an 

extrinsic control of the interfacial buffer layer formation growth to yield reduced roughening 

of the SiC surface that is normally taking place in regular UHV growth. We demonstrate this 

using Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) and can also precisely monitor the initial SiC 

step bunching taking place for the 6H-SiC(0001) upon annealing. 

4.2 Introduction to Selective Si-Etching on SiC(0001) by Atomic 

Hydrogen to Avoid Pit-Formation During Graphene Growth 

On the Si-terminated polar surface of SiC it was shown in 1975 that “monocrystalline 

graphite monolayer films” could be grown controllably in a UHV environment simply 

through thermal induced Si-sublimation of the SiC crystal.
18

 Almost 3 decades later, In 2004 

the interest emerged for such monolayer graphite film, defined as epitaxial graphene, on SiC 

as it was demonstrated to have interesting electronic properties that of a spatially confined 

two-dimensional electron gas.
4
 Further experiments the same year on exfoliated graphene 

from graphite crystals fully ignited an intense research era on graphene because it was clearly 

demonstrated graphene could exist experimentally having extraordinary field effect 

mobilities.
16

 Hidden in graphene’s unique electronic structure were charge carriers behaving 
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like relativistic particles with zero rest mass, aka Dirac-like fermions
17

 that exhibit an 

unusual half-integer quantum Hall effect and non-zero Berry’s phase.
83

 These are quantum 

transport properties which make graphene a top candidate to serve as a platform for future 

novel carbon-based electronic devices. From a technological application point of view, the 

choice of substrate to support graphene is perhaps the most crucial challenge in order to 

avoid disturbing these unique electronic properties. From that perspective, graphene grown 

on SiC is a viable route towards graphene based electronic circuits because rather 

straightforward methods of Si-sublimation allow nearly isolated graphene to be formed onto 

the insulating SiC substrate.
4
 The methods of growing flat large-area graphene on SiC(0001) 

have been remarkably improved during the last 4 years. The standard and most simple 

technique is to heat up a SiC(0001) surface to 1300 °C in UHV which will result in Si-

sublimation. As a result, liberated carbon then forms a complete layer of graphene separated 

from the SiC surface by a carbon-rich interfacial layer, the so-called “buffer layer”. However, 

this simple approach results in surfaces pitted morphology which will degrade graphene 

transport performance and impede further device construction. Sparse reports exist on the 

processes involved in this growth that explain the origin of pit formation on the  SiC surface 

because it is difficult to monitor real time dynamics of the hot (above 1000 °C) SiC surfaces 

using common surface science techniques. Tromp and Hannon presented an excellent study 

of the growth kinetics that showed Si-sublimation to initially take place parallel to the surface 

by surface step etching where irregular etching causes pit formation.
84

 Hupalo et al. show 
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that the SiC will remain flat during graphene growth if sample is rapidly flashed to 

temperatures of 1200 °C in UHV in order to minimize the time allowed for pit formation.
85

  

The most standard technique to date is however to grow the graphene at much higher 

background gas pressures which will significantly improve the graphene morphology by 

eliminating pit formation. Revolutionary reports on this method used close to atmospheric 

pressure of inert Argon gas at SiC temperatures between 1650-2000 °C.
86, 87

 IBM used a 

background pressure of disilane to establish a thermodynamically stable phase transformation 

from Si-rich to carbon-rich surface superstructures.
88

 Recently de Heer et al. demonstrated 

improved graphene growth by encapsulating the SiC crystals in graphite enclosures during 

high temperature annealing.
89

 

Common to all these above mentioned methods is the ability to suppress and slow down the 

direct Si-sublimation into vacuum/growth chamber to reach more controllable growth 

conditions. A disadvantage of these methods  is that they require exceptionally high 

temperatures which  result in significant step bunching on the SiC substrate.
86

  

In this report we show a completely different way of improving the graphene morphology. 

Rather than suppressing the Si-sublimation by using high background pressures we instead 

facilitate the Si-sublimation by use of atomic hydrogen etching to uniformly form the buffer 

layer. This allows the use of much lower temperatures while also avoiding massive step 

bunching of the SiC. Hydrogen-based processing is already commonly used in this research 

field for two crucial purposes. First to create an atomically flat SiC substrate, a technique of 

removing scratches from a standard mechanical polished polar SiC surface was 
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established.
90-91

 By exposing the surface to molecular Hydrogen in the atmospheric pressure 

range and at sample temperatures of 1550-1700 °C an atomically flat surface can be 

obtained. At these temperatures and pressures, both Si and C atoms are isotropically etched 

away from the surface. 

Second, hydrogen is reported to intercalate underneath the SiC-interfacial layer on SiC(0001) 

and saturate dangling bonds of the top-most substrate Si atoms. Remarkably, this results on a 

decoupling of the interfacial layer to transform it into a true, essentially neutral graphene 

layer.
92-93

 .
39

 Hydrogen intercalation was demonstrated using either molecular hydrogen at 

1000 °C and atmospheric pressure or with atomic hydrogen at a pressure of ~5×10
-6

 mbar 

and sample temperature ~700 °C.
93

 Our study reports on an additional use of hydrogen which 

can be integrated in a complete graphene formation and isolation cycle using solely hydrogen 

for surface planarization, buffer layer growth (described herein), and buffer layer-SiC 

substrate decoupling by atomic hydrogen intercalation. 

4.3 Experimental Procedure 

Highly n-doped 6H-SiC(0001) 2-inch wafers, nominally on-axis cut substrates from Cree 

were used. The as-received samples were CMP polished (NovaSiC) to render single bilayer 

SiC steps throughout the wafers. All samples were degreased by sonication in methanol for 

20 minutes, acetone for 5 min, and deionized water for 5 minutes followed by removal of 

native oxide by dipping the sample in 10% hydrofluoric (HF) acid for 15 minutes. Prior to 

introduction of samples to an Omicron UHV multipurpose system samples were again dipped 

in de-ionized water then blown dry in a N2 flow. As a final step of sample preparation the 

https://www.google.com/search?hl=en&client=firefox-a&hs=aNI&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&sa=X&ei=D-yeT-SnC5Ce8QTF9P34Dg&ved=0CC4QvwUoAQ&q=hydrofluoric+acid&spell=1
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samples were outgassed in situ for several hours to remove hydrocarbons and other residues 

from air exposure and degreasing. Carbon-rich superstructures were grown by heating the 

sample using direct current heating through the sample in an atomic hydrogen atmosphere 

generated by a hot Tungsten filament. The filament used was a thin 0.008 mm W-ribbon 

approximate area of (13×4) mm
2
 positioned 7 cm from sample surface. By resistive heating 

using a 9 A current resulted in a filament temperature of about 1500 °C. Ultra clean hydrogen 

gas was introduced to the chamber from a leak valve during the experiment which then 

interacts with the hot W-filament surface to form atomic hydrogen species. Since we can not 

accurately determine the cracking efficiency of the molecular hydrogen, pressure will be 

given in total pressure measured with a standard vacuum ionization gauge. For comparison 

graphene samples were also prepared using the more standard UHV approach by heating to 

1300° C in a UHV environment with base pressure of 5×10
-11

 mbar. Sample temperature was 

monitored continuously during all experiments using an Ircon pyrometer set at emissivity 

0.90. 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

We shall start by examining the graphene nucleation process on SiC(0001) surface upon 

standard thermal annealing in a UHV environment using AES and STM. These experiments 

will illustrate at what temperatures the Si sublimation and roughening of the surface starts to 

take place and will help to understand why graphene becomes pitted and non-uniform by 

UHV annealing. 
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The first step in creating graphene in UHV involves desorption of the native oxide always 

present on the surface despite HF treatment of the samples. Annealing of several samples 

with subsequent Auger Spectroscopy analysis demonstrates that oxygen desorbs from the 

surface at 900 °C. Figure 4.1a prove this statement where Auger scans show a sample 

annealed to 850 °C (black scan) and 900 °C (red scan) for 3 minutes.  

 

 

Figure 4.1 (a) Auger electron spectroscopy of sample annealed to 850 °C (black curve) and 

same sample annealed to 900 °C for 3 minutes (red curve). (b) STM image of same sample 

annealed to 900 °C showing a bare SiC(0001) surface with step heights ~2.5 Å. Note every 

third step is more rough and dissolved compare to the other steps. (c) Auger intensity ratio of 

Si/C peaks with respect to annealing temperature in UHV. At each data point a same sample 

has been annealed for 3 minutes. 
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The oxygen peak is in the 850° C spectrum is unchanged from an as-loaded sample but is 

completely removed after the slightly higher 900 °C annealing procedure.. STM scans (fig. 

4.1b) on the bare SiC(0001) surface after 900° C annealing show an atomically smooth 

surface of SiC(√3×√3)30 superlattice (confirmed by LEED, not shown) and with step heights 

of ~2.5 Å, corresponding to single bilayer SiC steps. Importantly for our study, the use of 

CMP treated SiC samples allow us to observe the initial step bunching process during 

annealing because the surface is composed of single SiC-base steps.  This contrasts with 

hydrogen-etched samples where a significant step bunching has already taken place and so 

cannot be correlated with growth and etch pit formation processes.  

Our 6H-SiC surface is composed of an equal amount of individual bulk terminated surface 

terraces layer stacking sequences called S1, S2 and S3 (and their identical counterparts S1*, 

S2* and S3* rotated 60°) after the terminology introduced by Starke.
94

 The integer relates to 

the number of identical bilayer sequences before the occurrence of a 60 degree stacking fault 

in the 6H unit cell.  Every third step across the surface in Figure 4.1b has a “rough” step 

which is partially dissolved into small islands distributed across the terrace on the lower side 

of these steps. This can be identified as the initial stage of Si-sublimation directly from the 

edges of particularly fast moving S1(S1*) steps which will result in step bunching as 

described below. First let us examine AES of the Si-sublimation of our initial clean SiC 

surface (fig 4.1b) towards graphene growth for temperatures between 900 °C to 1300 °C. 

This is displayed by the plot  in figure 4.1c of the ratio of Si and C Auger signals as the 

temperature is increased. The initial sublimation is slow up to about 1050 °C after it 
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obviously accelerates as we use higher temperatures. At about 1150 °C the sublimation rate 

is again significantly reduced until we reach our maximum temperature of 1300 °C. A 

dramatic change in surface composition is apparently taking place at 1050 °C and around this 

temperature we focus extra attention for further STM imaging. Figure 4.2a show the surface 

after annealing to 1050 °C for 3 minutes. Every third step initially roughened as described by 

figure 4.1b has now completely been etched away resulting in alternating double- and single 

SiC bilayer steps across the surface (see line profile fig. 4.2a). 

  

 

Figure 4.2 (a) STM image and line profile of sample annealed to 1050 °C in UHV. I=0.1 nA, 

U=-2 V. (b) Close-up from a of a step separated by S3 and S2 terraces where the surface is 

dominated by Si-rich √3 on the S3 terrace with random carbon-rich 6√3 domains. (c) STM 

image and line profile of sample annealed to 1100 °C in UHV where surface has become 

severely roughened. (d) close-up from c showing surface is dominated by carbon-rich 6√3  

with small domains of Si-rich √3. I=0.1 nA, U=2 V. 
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As proposed by Hupalo et al
85

, one type of terrace retracts at a faster rate compared to the 

other two. These authors initiated rapid nucleation of graphene by fast annealing cycles of 

the the SiC and therefore the intermediate step bunching phases shown in Figure 4.2a were 

not imaged. Borovikov and Zangwill performed Monte Carlo simulations on step flow 

etching on vicinal SiC-6H surfaces.
95

 Their conclusion was that the S1 terrace has a faster 

etching rate compared to both S2 (S2*) and S3 (S3*) terraces. We therefore suggest that it is 

the S1 terraces that are catching up with the S2 terraces causing an intermediate surface 

morphology with alternating single (~2.5 Å) and double bilayer (~5.0 Å) SiC steps having 

now only S2 and S3 terraces. To our knowledge, this step bunching process has not been 

captured before using scanning probe microscopy. It is likely that S2 and S3 terraces have 

also been etched laterally to some extent but at a lower rate because we observe a significant 

amount of carbon-rich SiC(6√3×6√3)30 superstructures present on the surface as seen in fig. 

4.2b. Tromp and Hannon
84

 observed that while step etching is taking place, released excess 

carbon nucleates the carbon rich reconstruction at the lower side of each terrace and can 

diffuse across the surface. The surface condition shown in fig. 4.2a can be described as the 

result of this process because SiC(6√3×6√3)30 structure dominates the area at top sides of 

each terrace step while the area where S1 steps have retracted mostly contain bare Si rich 

SiC(√3×√3)R30 surface as seen in figure 4.2b.  

Further annealing to slightly higher temperature should according to Auger spectroscopy (fig 

4.1c) rapidly increase the Si-sublimation. We can confirm this by STM seen in figure 4.2c 

showing the same surface annealed to 1100 °C where the surface is now almost completely 
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covered with carbon-rich super structures. We can also notice a remarkable roughening of the 

surface demonstrated clearly by the profile line in the lower panel of figure 4.2c. 

Interestingly the step-configuration seems to be the same as after the previous 1050 °C 

anneal while it is obvious that areas that were not covered with buffer layer (particularly at 

low sides of S2 terraces) have collapsed to form depressions. From these observations we can 

confidently conclude that the Si-sublimation has now started to take place directly into 

vacuum from Si-rich SiC(√3×√3)30 areas.  This direct desorption from SiC(√3×√3)30  

terraces to vacuum contrasts with the initial desorption parallel to the surface from S1 step 

edges. This explains why the carbon aggregation is so rapid at this point where the area for 

released Si atoms is much larger compared to just the steps. More importantly, it is likely that 

the parallel surface Si-sublimation is much faster from areas with bare SiC compared to areas 

covered with protecting carbon-rich buffer layer. The surface in figure 4.2a with a mix of 

carbon-rich versus Si-rich reconstructions will induce inhomogeneous Si-sublimation rates at 

different points on the surface causing severe pit formation of the SiC which is the origin of 

pits in the graphene formed by annealing at 1300 °C. To avoid roughened SiC surface during 

annealing it would be ideal to be able to controllably form a complete carbon-rich buffer 

layer across the whole surface at low temperatures before a rapid e vertical Si-sublimation 

from terraces can take place. A way to accomplish this would be to find a way to assist the 

Si-release at lowered temperatures and allow for carbon aggregation to nucleate the buffer 

layer more uniformly over the surface. From multiple successful reports on etching of Si
96, 97
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substrates using atomic hydrogen it should be possible to selectively etch Si atoms from a 

SiC surface.  

 

 

Figure 4.3 (a) Atomic hydrogen etched surface at 1000 °C for 10 minutes at P= 10
-5

 mB. 

I=0.1 nA, U=-2.3 V. (b) AES scan of hydrogen etched surface in a. (c) Same surface 

annealed to 1300 °C in UHV for 3 minutes. I=0.1 nA, U=-1.9 V. (d) Surface in figure 4.2 

annealed to 1300 °C for 3 minutes. I=0.1 nA, U=2 V. 

 

Figure 4.3a show a sample annealed to 1000 °C for 10 minutes while being exposed to 

atomic hydrogen with hydrogen background pressure of 10
-5

 mbar. The surface is now 
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almost completely covered with carbon-rich buffer layer (as confirmed by LEED, not shown) 

without significantly pitting the SiC substrate. Only in areas where S1 steps have retracted 

during the step bunching are there still domains of bare √3-SiC surface as seen in fig. 4.3a. 

Auger spectroscopy of this surface shown in figure 4.3b proves that in fact atomic hydrogen 

has facilitated the Si-sublimation to form a large amount of buffer layer at a much lower 

temperature compared to plain UHV growth. The Si/C ratio for the Auger scan in fig. 4.3b is 

0.52 which would require ~1100 °C in UHV to achieve. It is plausible that atomic hydrogen 

has reacted with top-most Si atoms to form volatile SiH4 species isotropically across the 

surface. This explanation is in agreement with earlier reports of atomic hydrogen exposure of 

Si-rich SiC(0001) surface but at much lower temperature, as low as room temperature.
98

 

However most importantly, the surface is much more uniform and will allow for more 

uniform and controlled Si-sublimation to form graphene layer on top of the buffer layer. 

Displayed in figure 4.3c is the same sample further annealed to 1300 °C for 3 minutes in 

UHV. This surface is completely covered with single layer graphene along with a small 

amount of bi-layer graphene and shows a remarkably flat morphology on terraces. Each step 

height is ~7.5 Å which is a result of a uniform step bunching of the underlying SiC to half-

unit cell heights so that the SiC substrate surface now only consists of S3 (S3*) steps. Pit-

formation normally present in a UHV-grown sample is almost completely suppressed. Figure 

4.3d clearly demonstrates this comparison the sample in figure 4.2 (i.e. not exposed to atomic 

hydrogen), annealed to 1300 °C for 3 minutes. The surface is not only pitted but it has also 

much more irregular step edge morphology.  
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The above described procedure of controllably forming the buffer layer by atomic hydrogen 

exposure at 1000° C allows for significantly improved graphene morphology upon further 

high temperature UHV growth. It is not likely that the temperature where this process occurs 

can be lowered below 1000° C for two reasons: (1) if we expose the sample to atomic 

hydrogen below 500 °C the hydrogen will bond to top Si-atoms and stay on the surface. This 

surface passivation by hydrogen is well known for SiC and inhibits Si atom removal from the 

surface.
99

 (2) during our exposure of hydrogen there is a small amount of oxygen present in 

the chamber. This is because the chamber is filled with a mixture of molecular hydrogen and 

atomic hydrogen and it is likely that atomic hydrogen will react with and release oxygen 

species at chamber walls and surfaces. The same phenomena has earlier been observed for 

hydrogen plasma exposure at 800 °C at 50 mbar which results in a ordered (√3×√3)30 

silicate adlayer on the surface.
100

 In addition, the bare √3-SiC surface is extremely reactive to 

oxygen and any surface passivation of oxygen will completely disrupt hydrogen etching as 

has been reported for clean Si surfaces.
101

 From figure 4.1a we learned that the desorption 

temperature for oxygen is 900 °C so any prolonged atomic hydrogen exposures below this 

temperature will result in a stable oxygen termination of the surface. To show this we expose 

a bare SiC surface to atomic hydrogen for 45 minutes at 850 °C. After such long hydrogen 

exposure we can detect a oxygen peak from AES suggesting we have formed a silicate layer 

similar to the experiments in ref. 
100

. 
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Figure 4.4 (a) Sample exposed with atomic hydrogen for 45 minutes at 850 °C followed by a 

quick flash to 900 °C to remove native oxide. (b) AES of sample in a. (c) Different sample 

exposed with atomic hydrogen for 45 minutes at 900 °C. AES for this surface is shown in 

(d). Z-scale for both STM images is 1.3 nm. 

 

We then quickly flash the sample to 900 °C just enough to remove the desorbed oxygen. 

STM of this surface now reveal an extremely flat and clean SiC(√3×√3)R30, in fact the 

surface is even cleaner and more flat than the as-loaded sample from the CMP polishing 
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shown in figure 4.1b. This fact is supported by the corresponding Auger scan showing an 

even larger Si(LVV) peak that better represents the true stoichiometry of a clean SiC(0001) 

surface with regular Si-adatom (√3×√3)R30 super structure. We repeated the experiment 

with atomic hydrogen exposure for the same prolonged times (45 min.) for a different sample 

but now with annealing temperature of 900 °C. Figure 4.4c display the morphology of this 

surface where barely any atomic steps can be observed.  The cluster structures observed 

uniformly across the surface are inferred to be carbon-rich based on the AES scan shown in 

fig. 4.4d.The atomic hydrogen has again successfully etched away a significant amount of Si 

and no oxygen is allowed to stick to the surface at 900 °C. The proof of concept is however 

established and further improvements in this procedure would likely demand an even cleaner 

and more confined environment for atomic hydrogen. For example, the use of a much more 

efficient atomic hydrogen generator could improve this technique significantly over the 

simple set-up of a hot filament placed in front of the sample. In a addition, a hydrogen gas 

purifier may be required to avoid oxygen contaminants within the hydrogen gas that is being 

leaked in the UHV chamber.
92

 

Our discovery in this paper allows for a potential complete quasi-free graphene growth cycle 

on SiC(0001) using only atomic hydrogen at low pressures and moderate elevated 

temperatures. The buffer layer would first be grown using the procedure described in this 

paper at around (1000 °C). This process will be self limiting, meaning that as a complete 

buffer layer has formed it will passivate the surface from further Si-etching and carbon 

aggregation. To transform this buffer layer to a graphene layer, the temperature needs  simply 

https://www.google.com/search?hl=en&client=firefox-a&hs=D8m&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&sa=X&ei=IfChT-uLDYeg8QSIjNX8CA&ved=0CBsQvwUoAQ&q=surface+stoichiometry&spell=1
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to be lowered to about 700 °C to allow hydrogen intercalation at the SiC-interface as 

described in earlier reports.
93

 

4.5 Conclusion 

We have identified the cause of pit formation during UHV growth of graphene on SiC(0001) 

as inhomogeneous vertical Si-sublimation directly from small √3 –SiC domains randomly-

distributed on terraces. To avoid this, we demonstrated that atomic hydrogen can selectively 

and uniformly etch Si from a SiC(0001) surface to facilitate the Si-sublimation at a lower 

temperature and at a more controllable rate. This results in the creation of a more uniform 

interfacial carbon-rich buffer layer compared to regular UHV growth. The suggested 

procedure could be combined with atomic hydrogen intercalation to form self limited quasi-

free graphene on SiC(0001) surfaces that would be of great value to industrially-scalable 

graphene-based electronics. 
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5: INCOMPLETE SCREENING BY EPITAXIAL GRAPHENE 

ON THE Si FACE OF 6H-SiC(0001) 

In this chapter screening properties of epitaxial graphene on 6H-SiC(0001) will be presented. 

The following work was subject of a publication in applied physics letter in 2010, discussing 

the first indirect approach to probe the issue of charged impurity screening in graphene. The 

results demonstrate the poor screening properties by monitoring energy shifts of the image 

potential states at different electric fields in an STM tunneling barrier setup. These states are 

only accessible in the unoccupied states several electron volts higher in energy with respect 

to the Fermi level and it is around the Fermi level where the unique massless Dirac fermion 

behavior is accessible. However it is essential to explore a more complete picture of the 

graphene electronic structure by including image states to assess new strategies for graphene 

electronics.  To fully understand the implication of the results in this study, extended 

background knowledge of the physics behind image potential states is necessary. An 

introduction shall here be presented to fulfill such purpose. 
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5.1 Introduction to Image Potential States 

It is from a simple well known model of image charges we can derive rather complicated 

many-body electrostatic interactions when point charges are in the presence of boundary 

surfaces.
102

 As an electric charge is located outside of an infinite perfect conductive plane at 

zero potential the electrostatic field will induce charge polarization in the conductive plane in 

order to screen the electric charge. This can be described by an equal and opposite charge 

placed at the mirror-image on the opposite side of the conductive plane. For a test charge of a 

single electron and its positive image charge will result in a coulomb interaction of: 
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       (5.1) 

 

Where z is the distance between the test charge and the conductive plane and zero reference 

energy is taken from the vacuum level of the conducting boundary. Insertion of this potential 

in the one dimensional Schrödinger equation with direction perpendicular to the surface and 

assuming infinite potential barrier at the conducting plane, will give hydrogenic-like wave 

functions with eigenvalues corresponding to: 
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With n as the principal quantum number. Our test charge is hence bound just outside the 

surface forming Rydberg series converting to the vacuum level. These bound states are called 

image potential states and in a realistic situation an image state will be trapped between a gap 
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in the crystal potential containing the vacuum level. The maximum probability density for the 

first image-potential state appear several Angstroms away from the surface and increases 

quadratically with the quantum number n. This is in distinction to intrinsic surfaces states 

trapped in band gaps of free-electronlike s- an p-bands commonly known as Shockley 

states.
103

 A general description of an image bound electron energies accounts from the fact 

that the wave functions can penetrate a non-infinite surface potential barrier with exponential 

attenuation. This can be taken into consideration by adding a constant to equation (5.2):
104
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The constant, a is called the quantum defect and is a product of a multiple scattering 

approach developed by Echenique and J.B. Pendry.
104

 Upon multiple reflections of the bound 

image state wave function between the bulk crystal and surface barrier a phase change is 

induced that depend on the structure of the gap in the crystal, ΦC and on the potential barrier 

on the vacuum side, ΦB. The condition for a bound image state is fulfilled when ΦC+ ΦB= 

2πn and the quantum defect is proportional to the crystal induced phase to be written as: 
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1 ca        (5.4) 

 

Image potential states has been detected on several metal surfaces by methods that can probe 

unoccupied states such as inverse photoelectron spectroscopy (IPES).
105

 Fel! Hittar inte 

referenskälla. shows a typical IPES spectra that includes the first Rydberg series member 
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n=1 for various metal surfaces. The binding energy show values close to the hydrogenic 

binding energy of equation (5.3) which indicates that the simple Coulombic image potential 

dominates the energy balance.  

 

Figure 5.1 Inverse photoemission spectra for Au(111), Ag{111), and Cu(111) for normal 

electron incidence. Image potential states are denoted IS. Taken from [105] 

 

Time-resolved two-photon photoemission can also be used to probe IPS and has the 

advantage to resolve dynamics including image state lifetimes.
106

 The life times may vary 

from a few femtoseconds to a picosecond depending on the surface material and crystal 

orientation. The image potential states are delocalized in the surface plane and show 

therefore a free electron like dispersion when the 2PPES is measured in incident angle 

resolved set-up.
107
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With a non-local one-particle potential in the vacuum side and with a long-range image 

potential- local density approximation hybrid for the crystal potential side, Image states can 

be reproduced using the density functional theory (DFT) framework.
108

 

Image potential states have a high local density which makes them ideal to probe with an 

STM tip. With high spatial and energy resolution the STM allows local investigation of 

image potential phenomena in advantage to area-averaged experiments provided by 2PPE 

and IPE. Analyzing image potential spectra acquired in an STM requires additional wariness 

due to the strong electric field present in the tunneling junction. The electric field will cause a 

distortion of the image potential states by continuously shifting and expanding the 

hydrogenic spectrum, a phenomena referred to as “stark shift”.
109

 The stark shift has shown 

to be strongly dependent on the detailed shape of the electrostatic potential at the surfaces.
110

 

The measurement artifact of the Stark shift in STM is particularly interesting in the case of 

graphene to gain further knowledge of possible charge impurity screening where the tip 

serves as a test “charge impurity”. 

5.2 Abstract 

A biased scanning tunneling microscope (STM) tip is used to study the ability of carriers in 

graphene to screen external electrostatic fields by monitoring the effect of tunneling-junction 

width on the position of image potential-derived surface states.   These states are unusually 

sensitive to local electric fields due to the STM tip in both single layer and bilayer epitaxial 

graphene.  This is attributed to the incomplete screening of applied fields in epitaxial 
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graphene on SiC(0001). Our observations imply that charged impurity scattering is likely to 

be a dominant factor in the transport properties of epitaxial graphene on SiC. 

5.3 Introduction to Incomplete Screening by Epitaxial Graphene on the Si 

Face of 6H-SiC(0001) 

Epitaxial graphene (EG) grown on SiC may be the most straightforward processing method 

for adapting the unique transport properties of this promising material to commercial 

applications.
111

  It has shown remarkable 2D properties and a clear relationship
112-114

 to the 

nearly ideal single-layer graphene sheets that can be created by exfoliation
115

 or by 

sophisticated suspension techniques.
43

  Despite an increasing number of transport studies
111, 

116
, direct comparisons between the electrical transport properties of epitaxial graphene and 

these more idealized forms cannot be made since graphene on SiC has not yet been gated.  In 

the absence of direct comparisons, it is crucial to develop experiments, such as the scanning 

tunneling spectroscopy described in this letter that will help to reveal the transport properties 

in epitaxial graphene on SiC. 

For epitaxial graphene, room temperature Hall mobilities are high (~ 1000 cm2/Vs on the Si 

face
116

) and 2D coherent scattering effects
113

 and Landau levels
117

  have  been demonstrated.   

Nevertheless, the role of the SiC substrate is very significant.  On the Si face of SiC(0001), 

epitaxial single layer graphene (SLG) is doped with electrons from the substrate so that the 

Fermi level intersects the upper Dirac cone (i.e. the conduction band) at a Fermi energy of 

~0.2 eV.
114

  Bilayer graphene (BLG) on this surface is also doped by the substrate and 

exhibits a clear gap at the Dirac point due to interlayer coupling.
112

  A major limitation in our 
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present understanding of the potential value of epitaxial graphene on SiC is that it has not yet 

been gated so its field-effect transport properties cannot be directly compared with exfoliated 

graphene.  Exfoliated graphene has shown much higher field effect mobilities of 10,000 

cm
2
/Vs 

118
 and suspended graphene has even higher mobilities of up to the intrinsic limit of 

200,000 cm
2
/Vs.

43
  In these systems, it is likely that charged impurities, which are either 

adsorbates
119

 or gate-dielectric impurities, are primarily responsible for limiting the 

conductivity.
44, 120

  A crucial question that must be answered about epitaxial graphene on SiC 

is whether the dominant scattering mechanism is the same as in the more heavily-explored 

exfoliated graphene.  Our experiments probe this issue of charged impurity screening in 

epitaxial single layer and bilayer graphene on SiC(0001) by employing an STM tip as 

controlled charged “impurity”.  We find that both SLG and BLG (Figure 5.2a) are equally 

ineffective in screening the applied field due to an STM tip.  This allows the inference that 

charged impurity scattering is likely to be a dominant factor in the transport properties of 

epitaxial graphene on SiC.   

We probe the comparative screening effects for epitaxial SLG and BLG on SiC(0001) by 

focusing attention on image-potential-derived surface states.  These are states of an electron 

bound just outside of a solid surface by the polarization induced in the near-surface region 

(Figure 5.2c).
121, 122

  They usually form a Rydberg series converging on the vacuum level.   

In STM measurements, image-potential states are “Stark-shifted” by the strong electric field 

of the STM tip.
110, 123, 124

  Their energies are raised compared to zero field values (e.g. as 

measured by inverse photoemission) and their spacings are expanded to become more 
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uniform (Figure 5.2d).  Image-potential states on graphene exhibit some unique features 

arising from reduced dimensionality.  Silkin et al.
125

 recently used hybrid pseudo-potential 

methods to predict a double Rydberg series of image states with even and odd symmetry with 

respect to reflection through the graphene plane.  The most strongly bound state (named 

n=1+) was argued to be the parent of the long-studied interlayer state of graphite
126

 due to its 

spatial location at half the interlayer spacing in graphite.  Remarkably, evidence for the first 

two members of the double Rydberg series was obtained by Bose et al.
127

 in scanning 

tunneling spectroscopy experiments on epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001).  The n=1+ state was 

observed as a weak shoulder in tunneling conductance measurements at just above 3 eV 

above the Fermi level.  The n=1- state was observed as a sharper feature close to 4 eV above 

the Fermi level.  These experiments also support the close relationship between the n=1+ 

state and graphite interlayer states.  Our experiments focus on the n=1- state, which is 

analogous to the typical n=1 image states studied on metal and semiconductor surfaces and 

can provide comparative insights into the screening properties of graphene. 

5.4 Methods 

Experiments were performed in a multichamber ultrahigh vacuum system.  Graphene was 

prepared on the Si face of 6H-SiC(0001) crystals (Cree, N-doped) by first outgassing the SiC 

at 770 K overnight and then flashing to ~1500 K.  Sample cleanliness and graphene 

formation were confirmed by Auger electron spectroscopy and low energy electron 

diffraction as well as high resolution STM imaging (Figure 5.2a and 5.2b).   
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Figure 5.2 (a) STM image (36nm x 36nm) of coexisting single layer and bilayer graphene; 

(b) Line profile across the blue line marked in part a showing the apparent height variation 

across the SLG to BLG boundary; (c) Schematic depiction of an electron bound just outside 

of a surface by polarization it induces; (d) Schematic depiction of (Stark shifted) image 

potential derived states (horizontal red lines) in an STM experiment where a potential well is 

created by the combined image potential and linear potential between the tip and sample. 

 

STM was carried out at room temperature with electrochemically-etched W tips in a 

commercial variable temperature STM (Omicron,VT-AFM/STM).  Tunneling spectroscopy 

was carried out in constant current distance-voltage mode, which has been extensively 

applied to the study image potential-derived states.
110, 123, 124

  Tunneling junction bias was 

increased with constant current feedback engaged so that the tip retracts to maintain the 

current set-point.  It has been established that this measurement protocol results in an 

approximately constant electric field in the tunneling junction during the spectroscopic 

sweep.
128

  Resonant tunneling through Stark-shifted image potential states appears as an 

abrupt retraction of the tip away from the surface.  Numerical differentiation of the distance 
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voltage spectra shows sharp peaks corresponding to the IPS’s.  Our approach is to vary the 

current setpoint at fixed initial junction bias (0.5 eV, which along with current setpoint 

determines the initial tip-to-sample distance) in order to systematically vary the electric field 

applied to our epitaxial graphene samples. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Changes in IPS’s due to unintended tip changes; (a) Single layer graphene;  (b) 

Bilayer graphene measured with the same two tip conditions as in part a. 
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5.5 Results and Discussion 

Figure 5.2a shows an STM image of a typical surface region with coexisting SLG and BLG 

prepared on SiC(0001). Examples of differentiated distance-voltage (dz/dV) spectra for both 

SLG and BLG in such a local area are shown in Figures 5.3a and 5.3b for different STM tip 

conditions. We resolve the n=1- IPS at just below 4eV and also detect evidence for the weak 

shoulder corresponding to the n=1+ IPS reported by Bose et al for SLG.
127

  Also in 

agreement with Bose et al. is the systematic upshift of the n=1- peak on BLG compared to 

SLG.  Higher energy peaks reflect primarily the STM tip properties
110

 (i.e. the shape of the 

barrier potential) and are not easy to interpret as derived from states intrinsic to the graphene 

sample.
129

 

In the course of our experiments we found that position of the n=1- (and also higher n) states 

often changed significantly due to random, unintended tip changes.  This is illustrated in 

example spectra for SLG and BLG respectively measured with two different tips shown in 

Figure 5.3a and 5.3b.  The highest energy states  above 5 eV are seen to vary in position and 

in spacing with the tip change as has been reported for similar states on metal surfaces.
110

  

The n=1- peak also shifts in position by several tenths of a volt after the tip change.  This is 

remarkable since such shifts are not observed for n=1 IPS’s bound at similar distances (~ 0.3 

nm) outside of metal surfaces.
110, 124

 To make a more systematic study of this uncommon 

sensitivity to the details of the applied field, we measured the n=1- peak position as a 

function of current setpoint.  As the current setpoint increases, so does the electrostatic field 

in the tunneling junction.   
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Figure 5.4 (a) Current dependent distance-voltage spectra measured for SLG;  (b)  Current 

dependent distance-voltage spectra measured for BLG with the same tip condition as in part 

a);  (c)  Current dependent position extracted for the n=1- state of SLG (open symbols) and 

BLG (closed symbols). Dependencies for two different tip conditions (triangle versus 

squares) are shown. 
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Figure 5.4 shows a series of current-dependent tunneling spectra measured for SLG (Figure 

5.4a) and BLG (Figure 5.4b).  It is seen that the n=1- peak position shifts away from the 

Fermi level when current setpoint changes by as much as two orders of magnitude.  Figure 

5.4 shows the dependence for two different tips.  We note that it is crucial to confirm by 

simultaneous STM imaging that the tip condition does not change at all while probing the 

current dependence. 

The tip-induced peak-position dependence illustrated in Figure 5.4 is rather large compared 

to other systems where field-dependent IPS behavior has been explored by STS. For 

example, no current dependence has been reported for n=1 IPS’s on metal surfaces in the 

same current range to within an uncertainty of  ~0.007 eV.
110

  This fact can be understood 

based on the ability of electrons in metals to efficiently screen the relatively small changes in 

applied electric field that result from either random tip changes or systematic setpoint current 

variation.  The contrasting behavior observed for SLG and BLG is attributed to the 

incomplete screening of applied fields in this fundamentally 2D material. Despite huge 

carrier mobilities, graphene is very different than a metal with much lower carrier densities 

and thus much less free-carrier screening. 

Another important point about the data presented in Figure 5.4 is that both the rate of change 

of peak position with current and the total magnitude of the change with current is the same 

for SLG and BLG. As already mentioned, there is always a systematic shift in peak position 

between SLG and BLG that is most likely the result of an increased work function for BLG 

compared to SLG
130

. This similarity of IPS behavior for SLG and BLG can be understood 
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based on the substrate-induced doping of the different layers. The effectiveness of static 

screening can be described by the Thomas Fermi wavevector which is proportional to density 

of electronic states at the Fermi level. For SLG, the Fermi level occurs ~0.2 eV above the 

ideal Dirac point in the conduction band where photoemission shows that the density of 

electronic states of SLG is similar to that of BLG.
112, 114

  The small reduction in substrate-

induced doping for BLG apparently does not significantly alter its ability to screen the 

applied field of the STM tip. 

Calculations of dynamical polarization in doped
131

 and gapped
132

 graphene also support the 

apparent similarity in screening behavior for the different thicknesses of epitaxial graphene. 

In the Thomas-Fermi approximation, the static induced charge was calculated to be the same 

for doped, ungapped graphene as for doped, gapped graphene. Recently, ab initio 

calculations that include the full band structure of graphene (i.e. not just the near the Dirac 

point) have indicated an extraordinarily diminished screening and sensitivity to local 

electrostatic fields.
133

   

These observations are interesting in the context of the recent debate over the question of 

whether interactions with the SiC(0001) substrate open a gap around the Dirac point in SLG 

on the Si face of SiC.
112, 114, 134

 Our observation of similar static screening characteristics of 

SLG and BLG on this surface suggests that the practical consequences of a gap in SLG may 

be minimal from the perspective of transport properties.  Due to the heavy substrate-induced 

doping, the electronic structure near the Fermi level that is responsible for screening is very 

similar for the different layers regardless of the details of the dispersion near the Dirac point.   
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The charged impurity-limited transport properties of epitaxial graphene on SiC would be 

expected to depend only very weakly on whether the graphene is one or two layers thick.   

In summary, we have measured the tunneling current dependence of the n=1- image potential 

derived state for SLG and BLG on SiC(0001) as means of probing the efficiency of screening 

in these systems.  We observe incomplete screening that is distinctly different than other 

tunneling measurements of IPS’s on metal surfaces.  This suggests that charged impurities 

will dominate the electrical transport properties of epitaxial graphene just as they dominate 

the more isolated forms of exfoliated and suspended graphene.  The ability of SLG and BLG 

to screen applied fields due to an STM is essentially identical in our measurements.  This fact 

is attributed to substrate-induced doping of the graphene layers that places the Fermi level in 

the conduction band in each layer. The measurements presented here provide qualitative 

insights that will aid in considering possible applications of epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001). 

5.6 Further Discussion 

We further discuss the implications of our measurements for surface potential mapping in 

epitaxial graphene in the following Sections. This is conducted by including spectroscopy of 

the bare interfacial “buffer layer” and compare its spectra to the decoupled graphene layers 

growing on top. Extended discussion will also be brought upon how image potential states 

can probe how work functions change by the number of graphene layers on the SiC(0001) 

surface. 
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5.6.1 Image Potential States of Epitaxial Graphene Interface Layer 

The structure of the interfacial layer between SiC and epitaxial graphene is today fairly well 

understood as a network of sp2 bonded carbon similar to a true graphene layer. However, 

strong interaction with the SiC exits through partial hybridization of pz orbitals with Si 

dangling bonds of the SiC(0001) surface. This substrate interaction results in a distortion of 

the delocalized pi bands and completely wash out the linear dispersion around the Fermi 

level as of a true graphene layer. Analyzing the image potential states of the bare buffer layer 

can however give us valuable information for the interpretation of high energy unoccupied 

states spectroscopy of SLG and BLG. Fig 5.5 show dz/dV spectra acquired on a buffer layer 

on two different samples. First to mention is that we see similar structure of the image 

potential states on this surface as for single and bilayer graphene with an intense series of 

peaks starting with the first member right around 4 eV. We can therefore confidently identify 

the peak around 4 eV to be the the n=-1 IPS member which corresponds to the n=1 state in a 

regular single Rydberg series. This peak is shifted in energy by about 0.2 eV from sample A 

and sample B. Similar to single and bilayer graphene such shifts are observed when the tip 

state is unintentionally changed during spectra acquiring from the same area, i.e. the spectra 

in figure 5.5 are collected with two different “tip states”. This observation suggests the buffer 

layer has at least just as poor ability to screen the electric field induced by the STM tip as 

SLG and BLG. 
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Figure 5.5 Differentiated constant-current distance-voltage spectra measured for buffer layer 

at two different samples. Currents; Tip A: 0.2 nA, Tip B: 0.1 nA 

 

 

No systematic control of the screening could be made at different electric fields (different 

current set point) due to the inability of exhibit reproducible structure for currents higher than 

0.2 nA. However, the screening is predicted to be poor since the 6√3 has no states at the 

Fermi level and manifest semi conducting properties. What is further interesting is that a 

small peak appears at ~3.3 eV, about 0.70 eV below n=-1 IPS (marked with dashed arrow in 

fig. 5.5). Silkin et al. predicted a double Rydberg series of even and odd symmetry image 

potential states on perfectly flat graphene that arises from the even symmetry of a single 
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isolated graphene sheet.
125

 Bose et al., later claimed they observed the most strongly bound 

(n=+1) even Rydberg member as a weak peak right around 3.3 eV for both single and bilayer 

graphene grown on SiC(0001). The predicted energy value of n=+1 was 2.94 eV above the 

Fermi and Bose et al. suggested a stark shift of this peak to be positioned around 3.3 eV.
127

 

The lower peak in Figure 5.5 looks identical to the peak Bose et al reported which suggests 

the buffer layer manifest double Rydberg series as well. The peak tends to by independent on 

changes of tip geometry and is seen to appear at a rigid energy value. If this is the n=+1 state 

this observation is not surprising because the predicted wave function for n=+1 in prefect 

graphene has a maximum located only ~ 1.5 A from the carbon layer
125

 which is substantially 

closer to the surface than the corresponding maximum for an IPS on a metal surface. A 

significant stark shift due to trapezoidal distortion of the tunneling junction by the applied 

field should therefore be less obvious compared to the n=-1 state located further out on the 

vacuum side.  

It will however be hard to argue that the low energy peak in Figure 5.5 is originating from 

the n=+1 even Rydberg series present in the buffer layer. Though the buffer layer is 

structurally the same as the SLG it is strongly coupled to the substrate and should therefore 

completely destroy the even symmetry as for an isolated sheet of graphene. In addition, the 

buffer layer is not flat but modulated and significantly warped by the underlying SiC 

substrate. This corrugation it self should result in the loss of the “double” Rydberg series 

even if the buffer was decoupled from the substrate. 
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A more convincing explanation for the peak below n=1 is that it arises from a surface state 

for the buffer layer which was previously reported in IPES experiments at approximately the 

same energy.
135

 This surface state may therefore be observed through single and bilayer 

graphene for low temperature measurements (4.2 K) as in the report from Bose et al.
127

 In 

this room temperature experiments the peak only weakly observed for SLG but is clearly 

observed for spectra taken on the bare buffer layer.  

The higher energy peak at around 4 eV on the buffer layer is consistent with the usual (Stark 

shifted) single Rydberg series seen on SLG, BLG and on other surfaces. It is not particularly 

surprising that the regular image potential states for a carbon rich surface reconstruction are 

similar to true graphene layers since they all originate from a long range electrostatic 

potential. 

5.6.2 Image Potential States and its Correlation to Work Functions 

The description of the peaks in our spectra as image-potential-derived states permits a simple 

interpretation of the origin of differences between buffer layer, SLG and BLG peak positions 

in terms of work function changes. Small changes in the surface potential barrier are picked 

up in the Image potential states which make them a sensitive probe of surface electrostatic 

potential variations across a surface, sometimes loosely describe as “local work function” 

variations.
123,136, 137

  Recent Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM) experiments have 

shown that the contact potential difference (CPD) increases by 0.135±0.009 eV in going 

from SLG to BLG.
130

 PEEM experiments reported on a change in work function of about 0.1 

eV.
138

 Displayed in figure Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla..6a We observe an almost identical 
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shift of 0.14±0.02 eV for the n=1 peak observed for SLG and BLG grown on 4H- and 6H-

SiC(0001). It is important to point out that such shift is measured simultaneously with 

“identical tip states” on an area coexisting of SLG and BLG. The observed lower energy of 

the n=1 peak precisely correlates with a differential “n-doping” effect of the SiC substrate on 

epitaxial graphene.  As already mentioned, the n-type SiC(0001) substrate transfers charge to 

the graphene overlayers, partially occupying the conical conduction band and pulling the 

Dirac point below the Fermi level. Furthermore, the Dirac point of SLG is known to be 

located ~ 0.13 eV below that of BLG from photoemission measurements.
114, 139

  In other 

words, due to its proximity to the SiC(0001) surface, SLG is slightly more n-doped than 

BLG. Consistent contact potential differences, PEEM work function measurements and n=1 

shifts in these experiments therefore confirms that the work function change is purely due by 

different substrate induced doping and that the Vacuum level can be considered as rigid at 

same energy for both SLG and BLG. The same argument can be extended to the case of work 

function changes going from buffer layer to SLG. In figure 5.6b the n=1 peak is at essentially 

the same energy for buffer layer and SLG. The work function is therefore suggested to have 

the same value for the interfacial buffer layer and the additional first decoupled graphene 

layer. This implies that the Fermi level is positioned at the same energy for the two surfaces 

which is supported from other reported experiments. ARPES measurements showed that the 

occupied bands of buffer layer and SLG are the same except for the single π-band around the 

Fermi level for SLG.
140
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Figure 5.6 (a) Differentiated constant-current distance-voltage spectra measured with 

identical tips comparing (a) SLG with BLG and (b) buffer layer with SLG. 

 

 

Ab initio calculations also supported this and demonstrated that the Fermi level is at the same 

energy relative to both occupied and unoccupied bands when ignoring the Dirac cone of 

SLG.
39

  

An additional observation of the spectra in figure 5.6b is that the buffer layer n=1 peak is 

more broaden than the corresponding peak of SLG. Same trend can be seen in the 

comparison of SLG with BLG. This may be an indication of longer life time of image states 

as the number of graphene layers increases.
110
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6: COMBINED THEORETICAL-EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

OF IRON PHTHALOCYANINE ON GRAPHENE 

This chapter will cover a combined theoretical and experimental study of paramagnetic 

molecule Iron Phthalocyanine (FePc) deposited on epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) The 

work was done in close collaboration with Dr Marco Buongiorno-Nardelli at the time from 

the physics department at North Carolina State University and with Dr Arrigo Calzolari at the 

CNR-NANO Institute of Nanoscience in Italy who performed DFT calculations. Their 

calculations predict a novel intermixing between graphene sp
2
 carbon network and the 

molecule center metal atom unique for partially filled d-band metal Phthalocyanines such as 

FePc. This theoretical discovery motivates my experimental study of how FePc molecules 

order and electronically interact with the epitaxial graphene grown on SiC(0001). Based on 

the results of this study, such interfaces may serve as possible spin injection channels for 

future hybrid graphene-organic spin field effect devices. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.com/search?hl=en&client=firefox-a&hs=3XZ&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&sa=X&ei=i7eeT7f2D4X-9QTNltmGDw&ved=0CBoQvwUoAA&q=Marco+Buongiorno-Nardelli&spell=1
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6.1 Abstract 

Density functional calculations performed on the paramagnetic molecule Iron-

Phthalocyanine (FePc) on graphene predict a novel electronic mixing between molecule Fe 

metal unoccupied d-band and graphene π-bands. The interaction results in a spin-dependent 

delocalized hybrid state and is also predicted for multilayer graphene substrates. The 

crystallographic and electronic structure of monolayer and sub-monolayer FePc films are 

experimentally studied on graphene grown on SiC(0001) using Scanning Tunneling 

Microscopy & Spectroscopy (STM & STS) and Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED).  

At monolayer coverage Iron-Phthalocyanine (FePc) form a square, flat-lying and densely-

packed structure oriented 10° relative to the graphene principle lattice direction. At sub-

monolayer coverage in room temperature, FePc forms a unique 2D molecular gas suggesting 

small diffusion barrier in the molecular assembly and an enhanced residence time near 

defects. The gas is almost completely condensed at  liquid Nitrogen temperatures. 

Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy data suggests the possibility of a hybrid molecule-

graphene state in the unoccupied density of both states near the Fermi level. 
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6.2 Introduction to Combined Theoretical-Experimental Study of Iron 

Phthalocyanine on Graphene 

Future solid state nano-devices require low dimensional structures and interfaces that can 

control both electric charges and individual spins extremely accurately.
141, 142

 

To fulfill those requirements attention has been paid to new emerging inter disciplinary 

technologies such as molecular electronics
143

 and spintronics.
144

 Promising molecular 

candidates in those fields are organic molecules like metal-Phthalocyanines (MPc’s). These 

are macrocyclic molecules with a single metal atom in the center bonded to the ligand via 

nitrogen heteroatoms on the macrocycle. They are structurally stable and can withstand high 

temperatures in air without decomposing. Because Metal Phthalocyanines also possess 

versatile optical and semiconducting properties they can be adapted to numerous applications 

such as dyes, solar cells, and as active channels in field-effect transistors.
145

 The flexibility 

for demanding electronic and magnetic properties can be mainly explained by the possibility 

of switching out the central atom from various metal atoms with restored the stability and 

atomic geometry within the molecule.  

This makes MPc’s tunable individual nanomagnets where each individual intrinsic spin can 

be controlled depending on the choice of center metal atom. 

Adding the possibility that these molecules form stable self assembled monolayers on various 

surfaces, several studies have attempted to explain how the substrate may  influence the 

molecule . For example, the triplet spin ground state of FePc can be switched from the easy 

plane of the bulk to the easy axis of the molecule when deposited on an oxidized Cu(110) 
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surface.
146

 In addition, an individual CoPc molecule has shown a remarkable spin-dependent 

orbital mixing with a ferromagnetic surface.
147, 148

 This clearly demonstrates why MPc’s are 

promising candidates for future spintronic devices.  

Another essential component in spintronic devices is a material that can carry and preserve 

spin over long times and long distances. An excellent spin carrier is the novel two 

dimensional sp
2
 carbon material graphene.  It can exhibit extraordinarily long spin relaxation 

times thanks to extremely small spin-orbit coupling.
58

 The discovery of this material was 

recently awarded the Nobel Prize as a result of  several remarkable intrinsic properties 

including huge charge carrier mobilities
16

, mechanical strength
6
 and superb thermal 

conductance
149

.  

A graphene-MPc hybrid may therefore serve as core building block in future quantum 

computing and other operational spintronic components. In fact, Candini et al. recently 

constructed a graphene- Phthalocyanine device that electrically could detect magnetic flux 

from individual TbPc2 molecules.
150

 Extraordinary sensitivity in the coulomb blockade 

regime was demonstrated which could be of value in future high density information storage. 

There are many fundamental issues that need to be addressed to thoroughly understand the 

organic-graphene interface to realize graphene-organic hybrid spintronic devices.  To date 

only sparse studies have been reported on this interface. Among those, MPc’s were deposited 

on graphene grown on the metals Ni(111) and Ru(0001). 

Graphene grown on these metal surfaces exhibit a Moire pattern  due to a lattice mismatch 

with the metal. Remarkably, a distinct Moire-driven adsorption was found for FePc deposited 
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on graphene on Ru(0001).
151,152

 Mao et al. proved by STM that the FePc molecules nicely 

replicate the graphene/Ru(0001) Moire in the form of a Kagame’ lattice in a flat lying 

orientation. Zhang et al. also used STM to clearly show coverage dependent adsorption 

where the FePC molecule picks specific sites in the Moire pattern
 
upon adsorption. The 

assembly process of molecules on the graphene was described by lateral electrostatic dipoles 

driving the molecules to specific sites by interacting with the highly polarizabile FePc 

molecule.  

Similar Moire driven adsorption was also found for FePc deposited on graphene on Ni(111). 

LEED data showed that the FePc molecules adsorbs in a way that perfectly matches the 

Moire pattern resulting in restored reciprocal symmetry.
153

 Even though the exact real space 

structure of the FePc monolayer was not determined on this surface, a flat lying orientation of 

the molecules was concluded from x-ray absorption near edge structure (NEXAFS). 

In another study FePc substrate interaction with graphene/Ni(111) was compared with 

compounds that have higher d-band filling such as CuPc and ZnPc. It was concluded from 

high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy experiments that the d-band occupation 

number has prominent effect on the bonding to the substrate.
154

   

It is important to point out that in the case of monolayer graphene grown on the metal 

surfaces Ni(111)
155,156

 and Ru(0001)
157

,
158

 the graphene substrate does not have the usual 

graphene electronic  properties such as linear momentum-energy dispersion around the K-

point. The interaction between the first carbon layer and the substrate is  strong due to 

hybridization of the graphene π bands with the substrate. Such an interaction may result in 
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interesting phenomena such as Rashba splitting of surface states but cannot be regarded as 

ideal substrates to study the pure graphene-Phthalocyanine interaction. 

In this paper we report on novel electronic intermixing between FePc and the graphene π-

bands that is mediated by the FePc LUMO and localized to the center Iron atom in the 

molecule. Our calculations from first principles show that this unique hybridization is 

strongly dependent on spin and only occurs for partial d-band filling in  Phthalocyanines.  It 

is present for both single and multilayer graphene. To investigate FePc structures on 

graphene, we deposit FePc on graphene grown on SiC(0001) and perform STM and LEED. 

Local density of states of the molecular layers are measured using using the STM in single 

point dI/dV mode. The choice of epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) as a substrate is justified 

by the fact that it is one of the most promising industrially-scalable platforms for future 

graphene based nanoelectronic technology
54

 and has been extensively studied in the last 

decade.
27, 36

 In addition, the graphene coupling to the SiC substrate is weak enough that true 

Dirac cones exist for charge carriers around the Fermi level reminiscent of isolated graphene. 

Our discovery discussed in this report leads the way to new insights into the role of organic 

molecules and graphene integration in quantum gates and spin devices. 

6.3 Methods 

Theoretical DFT calculations were performed using the quantum-ESPRESSO software 

package with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), the Perdew-Becke-Ernzerhof 

functional and a correction for dispersion forces [DFT(D)]. Further computational details can 

be found in ref. [
159

]. In the experiments reported below sample of CMP polished nitrogen 
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doped single crystal 4H-SiC(0001) crystals (from Cree) were used. These samples were first 

degreased in acetone for 20 min followed by methanol for 5 min and then dipped in 

deionized water. The native oxide was removed by dipping samples in 10:1 HF solution for 

15 minutes. Final step of ex-situ sample cleaning followed rinse in deionized water and 

sample drying in a Nitrogen gas flow.  After mounting in a UHV chamber the samples were 

outgassed in UHV for several hours at ~ 500 °C. Mostly single-layer graphene was grown on 

the SiC surface through Si-sublimation at 1300 °C with some regions of bi-layer graphene. 

Molecules of FePc were deposited at room temperature using a Knudsen cell shuttered 

source located in a preparation chamber separated from the main chamber at typical 

thicknesses that were estimated to be multilayers. In the main chamber samples were 

annealed in the range of 300-400 °C to desorb multilayers of FePc and achieve monolayer 

thickness as determined by STM images. STM measurements (Omicron VT-AFM) were 

acquired at both room temperature and 110 K using either etched tungsten and/or Pt-Ir tips. 

In addition, we collected dI/dV spectra using a sinusoidal modulation of frequency 770 Hz 

and amplitude of 100 meV. We observed ordering using LEED performed with a 4-grid 

Omicron (model SPECTALEED) with beam energies of no more than 20 eV to avoid rapid 

beam damaging of molecular films. 
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6.4 Results and Discussion – Theory 

We shall start by discussing theoretical results of FePc on graphene which will motivate a 

thorough experimental investigation of this system. Figure 6.1a shows the calculated spin 

resolved band structure of FePc on single layer graphene. The linear energy momentum 

dispersion around the Fermi level (aka Dirac cone) reminiscent of isolated graphene is 

undisturbed and empty for the spin up sub-bands. For spin down, the situation is remarkably 

different. Here, a small gap opens at the Dirac point and a new electronic state is present in 

the gap.  This state is a delocalized hybrid graphene-molecule state with density on both the 

graphene substrate and the central Fe atom of FePc. This state primarily involves the LUMO 

of the molecule and is displayed in Fig. 6.1b. We further conclude that this FePc/graphene 

interaction is also valid for multiple graphene sheets (1-4 layers) stacked in a Bernal 

configuration which suggests that FePc will interact in a similar manner with graphite as it 

does with graphene. The prediction that the d-band filling factor of the centre metal atom 

plays a major role in the interaction with graphene for MPc’s agrees with recent experimental 

studies from Dou et al..
154

 They showed using HREELS that FePc (d=6) and CoPc (d=7) 

couples significantly stronger compared to more filled d-band MPc’s such as CuPc (d=8) and 

ZnPc (d=10). To confirm this in theory we repeated the above calculations for CuPc on a 

sheet of graphene. Indeed our results agree with experiments since the band structure of 

graphene around the Fermi level is unperturbed for both spin sub-bands as seen in figure 

6.1c.  
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Figure 6.1 Results of DFT calculations. (a) Individual spin-band structures of FePc on 

graphene. Dirac cone is intact and empty for spin up while Dirac cone is split and empty for 

opposite spin. A mixed graphene-molecule state is present at the Fermi le vel marked in 

green. (b) side-view of LUMO orbitals originating from mixed graphene-molecule state of 

spin down. (c) Individual spin bandstructures of CuPc on graphene. (d) Relaxed 

computational cell of a FePc molecule lying flat in on-top site with a C atom in the graphene. 

Red=Fe, blue=Nitrogen, black=carbon and white=hydrogen. For calculations with CuPc only 

the center metal Fe atom is replaced with a Cu atom. 

 

6.5 Results and Discussion – Experiments 

Our calculations predict a unique electronic mixing of states between FePc and graphene. We 

further investigate the geometric and electronic structure of the FePc molecules on graphene 

experimentally by depositing FePc on graphene grown on SiC(0001). We shall especially 
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study the FePc molecules at monolayer coverage and submonolayer coverage and compare 

its electronic structure to FePc on graphite using scanning tunneling spectroscopy. 

6.5.1 Monolayer coverage 

Figure 6.2a shows an STM image after the adsorption of a full monolayer of FePc on single 

layer graphene (SLG) and bilayer graphene (BLG) on SiC(0001). The structure is identical 

for both SLG and BLG. We further confirm that this structure is also identical to that present 

for  FePc on graphite in agreement with an earlier report.
160

 The structure is a standard 

densely-packed monolayer which has been observed on numerous of other substrates for 

different kinds of Phthalocyanines. 

 

Figure 6.2 (a) Single domain of square close-packed FePc on both single- and bilayer 

graphene, U=1.5 V, I=50 pA (b) close-up of a differently oriented square close-packed FePc 

domain  showing the unit vectors A and B separated by ~90°, U=1.3 V, I=50 pA. 

 

Most related to this work is a study by Gopakumar et al. of PdPc on graphite.
161

 They report 

on a close-packed square lattice of PdPc with one of the unit vectors oriented ± (10° ±1°) 

from a principle direction of graphite. Since there are 3 principle direction of the graphite 
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lattice this result in 6 equivalent PdPc domains. For the case of monolayer FePc coverage we 

observe the identical structure as seen for PdPc on graphite with the unit vectors are A=B≈ 

1.4 nm separated with the angle 90° with 6 possible domains coexisting on the surface. 

To further support our interpretation of the STM images, we collected LEED patterns for 

both bare graphene and monolayer FePc on graphene at 14 eV electron beam energies. 

Figure 6.3a shows the bare graphene with 6 spots in hexagonal pattern. These spots are 

rotated by 30 degrees relative to the graphene first order spots and arise from the fact that the 

graphene is corrugated in a hexagonal periodicity of SiC(6×6) in the true epitaxial graphene-

SiC unit cell of SiC(6√3×6√3)R30°. Figure 6.3b shows the LEED pattern of monolayer FePc 

on graphene. Weak substrate hexagonal spots can still be seen along with ring-like pattern 

induced by the FePc monolayer. This pattern is a superposition in reciprocal space of the six 

possible real space domains oriented 10° from the graphene principle direction observed in 

the STM.  It is identical to the LEED pattern observed for monolayer PdPc on graphite
161

. 

Since the unit vector of the SiC(6×6) corrugation is known to be 1.85 nm we extract the real 

space unit vectors of FePc knowing its lattice is square symmetric from STM imaging. The 

ratio of reciprocal unit vector SiC(6×6)/FePc is 1.22±0.2 which results in FePc unit vectors 

of ~1.35 nm. With the STM and LEED observation and assuming each molecule is sitting on 

identical high symmetry points on the graphene the only plausible structure of FePc on 

graphene is the square lattice shown in figure 6.3c. 
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Figure 6.3 (a) LEED of clean graphene on SiC(0001), E=14 eV. (b) LEED of monolayer 

FePc on graphene on SiC(0001), E=14 eV. Reciprocal lattice vectors for one out of six 

identical but differently oriented FePc domains on the graphene marked with white arrows. 

Purple line shows the direction of a graphene reciprocal lattice vector. (c) Atomic model of 

the real space FePc lattice on top of the graphene lattice. Unit vectors have magnitude 

A=1.37 nm, B=1.30 nm both separated by 90°. 

 

 

Figure 6.3c displays one out of the six possible equivalent domains where unit vector A is 

1.37 nm long and rotated 10 degrees from one of the graphene unit vectors. Unit vector B is 

1.3 nm long and oriented 20° from the other corresponding graphene unit vector. This 

proposed model is identical to the model proposed by Gopakumar et al. for PdPc on graphite.  

This shows that the 2D crystallography of the layer is largely driven by the ordinary Van der 
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Waals interactions between molecules and with the graphitic substrate and is not strongly 

influenced by the unusual hybridization predicted by theory. 

6.5.2 Sub-Monolayer Coverage 

As we anneal the sample from full monolayer coverage to even higher temperatures we are 

able to slowly desorb molecules from the surface as confirmed by a decrease of Nitrogen 

Auger peak in Auger electron Spectroscopy measurements (not shown here). After heating 

the sample to 480 °C for 15 minutes and allowing sample to cool down to room temperature 

STM measurements show dramatic changes. There are no obvious molecular structures 

visible, instead we can see a weak substrate corrugation and around graphene defects we 

observe ring-like structures. We can also observe boundaries (fig. 6.4b) of such domains with 

domains of ordered close-packed FePc molecules (as described above) where the apparent 

height across the domain boundary is the same. We interpret the unique domain on the right 

of the image in Figure 6.4b as a “molecular gas” where the molecules rapidly move on the 

surface at  much higher rates than the tip rastering rate. The corrugation seen in this domain 

in STM represents a map of the average residence time of 2D gas-phase molecules.  As 

molecules quickly move across the surface they may bounce many times off of edges of rigid 

close packed FePc domains appearing in STM to have the same thickness as the molecule 

height. We can confirm the dynamic origin of the observed 2D gas domains by significantly 

lowering the temperature of the surface. Figure 6.4c show the sample in fig. 6.4a at 110 K 

which is low enough to allow FePc molecules to slow down and condense to locally form 
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their close-packed square structure. Edges of FePc domains now show an obvious height 

difference of approximately 3.5 Å, similar to the apparent height of the FePc molecules. 

While 2D gas phases are known to exist for low surface coverages in some molecular 

systems,
162

 the FePc gas on graphene is unique in appearance in showing relatively smooth, 

noise free areas with distinct ripples near defects.  This structure has not been reported on 

HOPG, and may be related to  small differences in the magnitude of the  orbital mixing 

between FePc and graphene compared to FePc and graphite.  Such differences are predicted 

theoretically in our DFT calculation to be minor but could account for the unusual behavior 

of the 2D molecular gas of FePc on graphene.  In the next section, we describe more direct 

spectroscopic evidence that the molecule surface mixing interaction is subtly different 

depending on the number of graphene layers on which FePc adsorbs. 

 

 

Figure 6.4 (a) Molecular gas of FePc at sub-monolayer coverage at room temperature. (b) 

Boundary of ordered FePc(left side) molecules with FePc molecule gas (right side of image). 

(c) Same coverage as in (a) but at 110 K showing a boundary of close-packed FePc 

molecules and bare graphene (lower right corner). 
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6.5.3 Tunneling Spectroscopy 

Investigation of the electronic structure of close-packed ordered FePc on graphene and 

graphite is performed using dI/dV spectroscopy as shown in figure 6.5. 

 For graphite (blue curve, figure 6.5) the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) onset 

shows up at around -1.7 eV. This is in good agreement with reported photoemission studies 

of FePc monolayers on graphite
163 

and a similar HOMO onset can also be seen for FePc on 

graphene (blue curve). The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) appears at about 

0.5 eV above the Fermi level for FePc on graphene.  

 

  

Figure 6.5 dI/dV spectroscopy of monolayer FePc on single layer graphene on SiC(0001) 

(blue curve) on SiC(0001) and monolayer FePc on graphite (red curve). 
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This LUMO state is within the gap of isolated FePc and is also significantly lower in energy 

compared to STS studies of the LUMO's of other MPc’s.
164

 

Most importantly, the LUMO for FePc on graphite shows up at significantly higher energy as 

a n onset at about 1.2 eV above the Fermi level as shown in Figure 6.5. We interpret the 

abnormally low LUMO energy for FePc on graphene as evidence for the theoretically-

predicted unoccupied orbital mixing. Theory also predicts such mixing for FePc on multiple 

graphene layers that approximate graphite.  Since we observe clear electronic differences 

between the two substrates, we infer that the hybrid state on graphene must extend further 

into vacuum than ints counterpart on graphite.  This would allow better coupling to the STM 

tip and more pronounced features in STS spectra as observed. Further low temperature spin-

polarized STM or spin-polarized photoemission measurements may reveal more evidence for 

the the electronic mixing suggested by theory. 

6.6 Summary 

We have reported experimental evidence for a new type of theoretically predicted interaction 

taking place between the functional organic compound Iron Phthalocyanine and graphene. 

This interaction is a spin-dependent electronic hybridization arising from unoccupied d-

orbitals on the FePc molecule. The adsorption of FePc on graphene was experimentally 

studied by STM and LEED showing monolayer FePc to prefer flat-lying densily packed 

square structure oriented 10° from the graphene principle direction. Due to the three-fold and 

two fold symmetry of graphene and the FePc lattice this results in six differently oriented 

FePc domains coexisting on the surface. For submonolayer coverage FePc molecules have a 
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low diffusion barrier which results in the formation of an unusual 2D molecular gas on 

graphene that was not observed on graphite.  This gas allows stable STM imaging of the 

time-averaged site occupancy of rapidly moving FePc molecules.  It suggests subtle 

differences in molecule-surface interaction between graphene and graphite. Scanning 

tunneling spectroscopy studies shows further differences in the form of a possible hybrid 

molecule-graphene state at about 0.5 eV above the Fermi level.  These results suggest that 

molecular functionalization of graphene should be considered as a promising route toward 

optimizing graphene-based spintronic device applications. 
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7: MULTIPLE COEXISTING INTERCALATION 

STRUCTURES OF SODIUM IN EPITAXIAL GRAPHENE-

SiC INTERFACES 

In this chapter, Intercalation of Sodium in epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) will be discussed. 

This work was done in close collaboration with post-doctorial theorist Thushari Jayasekera in 

the group of Professor Marco Buongiorno-Nardelli here at North Carolina State University 

and is based on a paper which was recently published in Physical Review B. 

Intercalation of graphene is one of the fastest emerging sub-fields of epitaxial graphene at the 

moment because of the fascinating possibilities of manipulating the interface between SiC 

and graphene both structurally and electronically. Particularly, by insertion of foreign atomic 

species at the interface a decoupling the buffer layer can be realized which results in a 

transformation of this layer into a true graphene layer positioned right over the bulk 

terminated SiC substrate. The work here involves both experimental and theoretical results 

and emphasizes several novel aspects listed below. 

It is the first report on real space imaging of various intercalation structures that can exist for 

epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001). Since we have two different interfaces for the epitaxial 

graphene: The SiC-buffer layer interface and the buffer layer-graphene interface, 

intercalation is likely to occur at both these interfaces which may render coexisting domains 

across the surface. This possible spatial inhomogeneity of intercalation structures needs 

careful consideration and precaution especially since a large portion of graphene intercalation 
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studies up to date have been conducted with spatially averaging techniques such as angle 

resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). 

The paper is also important because it proves that the decoupling of the buffer layer is 

actually allowed both in theory and experiments. 

A final important aspect to consider is how graphene intercalation studies can benefit and be 

compared to the well known graphite intercalation compounds (GIC’s). The GIC of alkali 

metals has been studied for decades where all alkalis form intercalation compounds except 

for just Sodium. That makes Sodium rather unique in this sense and motivates this study on 

how Sodium will interact differently with graphene. In fact, the paper shows that Sodium 

intercalates graphene readily even at room temperature and gives an excellent example of 

how fundamentally different and versatile the intercalation is in graphene compared to 

intercalation in graphite. 
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7.1 Abstract 

We show using scanning tunneling microscopy, spectroscopy, and ab initio calculations that 

two intercalation structures coexist for Na in epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001).  Intercalation 

takes place at room temperature and Na electron-dopes the graphene.  It inserts in-between 

single-layer graphene and the interfacial layer and also penetrates beneath the interfacial 

layer and decouples it to form a second graphene layer.  Decoupling is accelerated by 

annealing and is verified by Na deposition onto the interface layer combined with 

computational modeling of the two new decoupled buffer layer structures. 

7.2 Introduction to Multiple Coexisting Intercalation Structures of 

Sodium in Epitaxial Graphene-SiC Interfaces 

Graphene is the most promising electronic material to be discovered in the past decade.
115

  Its 

high carrier mobility and chemical and mechanical robustness suggest important applications 

in electronics that have already started to be realized in prototype devices.
165

  A crucial goal 

in ongoing graphene research is to find ways to control its physical properties by chemical 

doping. 

One strategy for controlling the physical properties of graphene has been adapted from the 

field of graphite intercalation compounds.
166

  It is possible to insert impurity atoms in 

between sheets of graphite, where they become chemically bound.  The most striking 

example is calcium intercalation in graphite which results in a superconducting solid (CaC6) 

with a transition temperature of above 11 K.
167

  Unfortunately, intercalation processes in 
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graphite are often inhibited by slow kinetics.
168, 169

  Intercalation beneath graphene may be 

more efficient since intercalating species have only to be inserted beneath a single layer or 

perhaps a few atomic layers. 

Several atomic species have been intercalated beneath epitaxial graphene grown on both 

SiC(0001) and metallic substrates.  On the Si terminated SiC(0001) surface, graphene is 

allowed to grow nearly decoupled from substrate supported by an interfacial carbon rich 

layer (aka “buffer layer”) that can be seen as a covalently bonded graphene-like sheet
170

 with 

a large bandgap and vanished Dirac cone band structure
37

. Recent studies
92, 171, 172

 

demonstrated that this buffer layer could be “activated” by intercalation of hydrogen atoms at 

high temperatures. Hydrogen intercalation breaks covalent bonds between the buffer layer 

and the SiC substrate to transform this interfacial layer into a purely sp
2
 bonded sheet of 

graphene.  

Other experimental studies have demonstrated intercalation structures for oxygen
173

 and for 

compounds that can alternate the carrier concentration in the graphene. Fluorine intercalation 

gives p-doped graphene
174

 versus n-doped graphene from alkali metal (Li) intercalation.
175, 

176
  Gold intercalation beneath single layer graphene on SiC(0001) was reported to p-dope the 

graphene layer.
177, 178

 Theoretical studies demonstrated that modifications in the chemical 

composition of the buffer can lead to significant changes of the graphene bands, allowing for 

a fine tuning of the electronic structure of the system with band offsets up to 1.5 eV and even 

induce magnetism of the graphene.
179
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Alkali metal adsorption on graphene has been used extensively to study the effects of 

electron doping. Potassium deposition on graphene on SiC(0001) has enabled detailed studies 

of quasiparticles
180

 and the discovery of plasmarons
181

 in graphene. The additional dipole 

field from adsorbed potassium can also act to break the sublattice symmetry in graphene to 

induce bandgap opening.
112

  Doping induced by intercalation in graphene may be more 

significant and could enable studies of correlated electron phenomena such as 

superconductivity or ferromagnetism in graphene due to the presence of extended van Hove 

singularities.
182

 The intercalation of Ca was reported by McChesney et al. to result in electron 

doping of epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) that moved the Dirac point an additional ~0.5 eV 

below the Fermi level.
182

 

The most prominent studies of doping induced by intercalation have been carried out using 

angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES).   Since this technique samples a 

macroscopic area of the sample, it may average over spatially inhomogeneous structures with 

different electronic properties.  The purpose of this letter is to report on the coexistence of 

two distinct intercalation structures of Na at interfaces in the epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) 

system.  We describe scanning tunneling microscope (STM) studies of the intercalation of 

sodium in epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001) at room temperature and the effects of subsequent 

annealing on the intercalation structures.   Sodium atoms form complex spatially-

inhomogeneous structures that include intercalation directly underneath single layer graphene 

(SLG) and intercalation beneath the carbon-rich interfacial “buffer layer”.  The location of 

Na in these intercalation structures and its impact on electronic structure (in particular buffer 
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layer decoupling
92

) has been modeled with ab initio density functional theory (DFT) 

calculations. 

Electron doping effects in each new intercalation structure are inferred from the scanning 

tunneling spectroscopy (STS) study of image potential-derived surface states (IPS’s). These 

states arise outside of a surface due to polarization of surface charge
122

 and have recently 

been connected with the formation of interlayer states in graphite
127, 183

 and used to 

understand screening and doping effects in epitaxial graphene in SiC(0001).
184

  Changes in 

work function due to doping are often visible as corresponding shifts in the energy of 

IPS’s
136

 and demonstrate doping effects in sodium intercalated epitaxial graphene. Most 

importantly, STS results have been connected with work function changes calculated from 

first principles that unambiguously distinguish the different locations of Na in the 

intercalation structures. 

7.3 Experimental Methods 

The SiC samples used in this study were chemical-mechanical polished (NovaSiC) 4H-

SiC(0001) wafers.  They were cleaned ex situ with acetone, methanol, and HF before 

introduction to an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) system (Omicron). Using direct current heating 

the samples were annealed in UHV (base pressure ~2x10
-11

 torr) to 1300 °C for 3 minutes to 

grow graphene.  Surfaces prepared in this way typically show primarily single layer graphene 

with small domains (~10-20% surface coverage) of bilayer graphene.  Different layers can be 

easily distinguished by the reduction in substrate-induced corrugation in the bilayer and by 

the systematic energy differences in image-potential derived surface states in STS.
184
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 By choosing a lower annealing temperature (1000 °C for 10 minutes) of the SiC substrate 

we can prepare a surface that consists of mainly bare buffer layer coexisting with small 

domains of single layer graphene as confirmed by STM imaging, low energy electron 

diffraction, and analysis of the shape of C KLL Auger peaks. 

The samples were allowed to cool for several hours to approximately room temperature.  

Sodium was then deposited from an outgassed getter source (SAES).  STM images were 

measured using a commercial instrument (Omicron) in constant current mode at room 

temperature with electrochemically-etched tungsten tips. Annealing experiments after 

sodium deposition were carried out using a calibrated tungsten heater in the sample 

manipulator and are expected to be accurate to about 20 °C.  Scanning tunneling 

spectroscopy was performed in distance-versus-voltage (“z(V)”) mode with constant current 

feedback engaged. The junction voltage is swept in a positive large bias interval where high 

local density of states is observed as an increased rate of tip retraction.
81

  This measurement 

is the most useful form of STS for studying high energy IPS’s, where normal STS in constant 

height mode leads to high currents and tip instability. 

7.4 Computational Methods 

Theoretical calculations were carried out using plane-wave, pseudopotential, DFT as 

implemented in the quantum-ESPRESSO software package
185

  with the generalized gradient 

approximation (GGA) and the Perdew-Becke-Ernzerhof functional and a correction for 

dispersion forces (DFT(D)). Other computational details are the same as in Ref 
179

. All 

calculations include 1 Na atom per 8 graphene carbon atoms in a computational unit cell that 
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includes a carbon rich buffer layer strongly bonded to the SiC surface but leaving several 

unsaturated dangling bonds.
179

  

7.5 Results and Discussion 

At low coverages, sodium exposure on SLG results in the appearance of linear chains on the 

surface following the 3-fold symmetric directions of the SiC substrate as shown in Figure 

7.1a. In Figure 7.1b, at higher submonolayer coverage, the chains become more densely 

packed and coalesce into islands which have the same 6×6 corrugation as the bare single 

layer graphene (Figure 7.1c). The STM images in Figure 7.1d clearly show these domains to 

be covered with a honeycomb graphene lattice. We infer that sodium is intercalated in 

between the buffer layer and the graphene layer. We abbreviate the compact domain in 

Figure 7.1c as SiC/B/Na/G where B stands for buffer layer and G for graphene layer. 

Judging from the apparent height and continuity of this intercalation structure, the islands are 

locally the same (e.g. SiC/B/Na/G) as the chains. A recent DFT study supports the idea that 

Na intercalation between the buffer layer graphene is preferred over Na adsorption on top of 

the graphene layer.
186

 Sodium atoms completely avoid domains of bilayer graphene (BLG, 

marked in Fig. 7.1b). Our experimental observation of intercalation in epitaxial single layer 

graphene is unexpected since Na does not form intercalation compounds on graphite
168

 

without help from catalytic impurites.
108

   The detailed mechanism of this process is a 

significant open question. 
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Figure 7.1 STM images of Na intercalated between buffer and graphene layer, SiC/B/Na/G. 

(a) Low coverage Na chains (V=-2.18 V, 62 pA); (b) Intermediate coverage with chains and 

islands. (V=-2.0 V, I=50 pA); c) Na island in figure b with (6x6) quasi-cell indicated (V=-2.3 

V, I=50 pA); Graphene lattice of island in figure c (V=-0.55 V, I=350 pA). 
 

An additional intercalation structure coexists with SiC/B/Na/G after exposing epitaxial 

graphene to Na as illustrated in Figure 7.2a-7.2c. It exists in small domains immediately after 

deposition of Na at room temperature, but dominates the surface by heating of the sample 

after Na deposition. Figure 7.2a shows an area of a sample that has been annealed to 

approximately 180 °C that is now strikingly different from the SiC/B/Na/G layers in Figure 

7.1. It exhibits a flat morphology with no sign of periodic 6×6 corrugation from the substrate. 

Instead, domains have randomly-distributed depressions and line defects. Figure 7.2b directly 

demonstrates the comparison between this surface and bare SLG and BLG. The vanishing 

corrugation from the substrate is reminiscent of recent STM observations of hydrogen-

exposed graphene on SiC where the hydrogen has intercalated at the SiC-buffer layer, 
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decoupling the buffer layer to create a second graphene layer.
172

 Figure 7.2c shows a close up 

of an intercalated domain after annealing of the sample where it is apparent that the surface is 

covered graphene but now with a triangular symmetry of the graphene honeycomb. This is 

strong evidence that we now have two layers of graphene sheets that are stacked in regular 

Bernal stacking (AB). 

 

 

Figure 7.2 STM images of Na intercalated at SiC interface after heating of sample: 

SiC/Na/G/G (a)-(c) and SiC/Na/G (d)-(f);  (a) ~180 °C with full coverage SiC/Na/G/G  (V=-

1.93 V, I=200 pA); (b) ~530 °C showing an area of coexisting SLG, BLG, and  SiC/Na/G/G 

(V=-1.7 V, I= 50 pA); (c) Graphene lattice on SiC/Na/G/G (V=-0.37 V, I=150 pA); (d) ~180 

°C with full coverage SiC/Na/G (V=-2.6 V, I= 50 pA) , (e) Triangular depressions covering 

SiC/Na/G surface  (V=-1.8 V, I= 50 pA); (f) Graphene lattice on SiC/Na/G (V=-0.14 V, 

I=0.11 nA). 
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We therefore conclude that the sodium has penetrated beneath the buffer layer and converted 

it into a second graphene layer just like the case for lithium,
175, 176

 hydrogen,
92, 171, 172

 

oxygen,
173

 and fluorine
174

 intercalation. We abbreviate this intercalation structure 

SiC/Na/G/G. 

To directly verify that the buffer layer can convert to a second graphene layer due to Na 

intercalation, we repeated the measurement with a surface prepared to consist of bare buffer 

layer. Images in Figures 7.2d-7.2f show such a surface after Na deposition and annealing to 

~180 °C. The sodium has intercalated at the buffer layer-SiC interface across the whole 

surface. We label this geometry as SiC/Na/G. Its surface morphology is similar to the 

previously described structure SiC/Na/G/G where the 6×6 surface corrugation has vanished.  

The STM image in Figure 7.2e proves that the buffer layer is decoupled since the graphene 

honeycomb lattice is clearly visible. 

To further characterize the three intercalated structures, we measured their IPS’s using STS 

and compared them to a fixed energy reference on the n= 1 IPS of SLG as described below. 

Our expectation is that the variation in energy of these states between different intercalation 

structures will reflect variations in the Na doping-induced changes in work function 

compared to SLG.
136

  Figure 7.3 displays differentiated distance-voltage (dz/dV) spectra for 

intercalated structures relative to SLG (red curve, with single n=1 IPS peak defined as 0 eV) 

where the peak corresponds to the first member of the (odd
183

) Rydberg series that we refer 

to as n=1. Since the n=1 peak position of epitaxial graphene is sensitive to different tip states 

due to poor screening in the graphene sheet,
184

 it is important to keep track of the tip state.  
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Figure 7.3 Differentiated (dz/dV) distance-voltage spectra z(v) of the n=1 IPS for different 

intercalation structures relative to the n=1 IPS on SLG (red). All spectra are recorded with a 

constant current set-point of 50 pA.  
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We collected the STS data for intercalation structures SiC/Na/G, SiC/Na/G/G and SLG 

simultaneously (i.e. with the same tip state) for use as an internal reference (in contrast to 

usual STS studies where the substrate Fermi level is the most useful reference). 

Intercalation structure  SiC/B/Na/G was measured simultaneously with BLG and referenced 

to SLG using the known 0.14±0.02 eV difference in IPS energy between these two.
184

 

For SiC/B/Na/G, the n=1 state is shifted down (purple curve) compared to bare SLG on 

SiC(0001). This shift can be attributed to a lowering of the work function as sodium electron-

dopes the graphene through charge transfer.  

For SiC/Na/G/G, the n=1 IPS is shifted up again and is slightly lower in energy compared to 

SLG (green curve). This reversal in direction of work function can be explained by the 

hypothesis that Na atoms penetrate beneath the buffer layer so that their doping of both 

layers appears reduced compared to when sodium sits between buffer and graphene layer. 

This is analogous to the differences in substrate-induced doping between single layer and 

bilayer epitaxial graphene on SiC(0001).
187

  For SiC/Na/G (blue curve) the downshift in n=1 

IPS implies that electron doping is increased and work function decreased in a similar 

manner to SiC/B/Na/G. This similarity is expected since both these structures have Na 

intercalated directly under one graphene sheet. 

Our interpretation of the location of intercalated Na atoms and associated electron doping 

effects of the three different intercalation structures can be substantiated using first principles 

electronic structure calculations.  Figure 7.4 displays theoretical band structures for SLG 

(Figure 7.4a) along with SiC/B/Na/G (Figure 7.4b), SiC/Na/G/G (4c) and SiC/Na/G (4d). For 
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SLG, Si dangling bonds at the SiC- buffer layer interface are responsible for a charge transfer 

which induces a shift of the Dirac Point to 0.49 eV below the Fermi level (red dashed line in 

Figure 7.4). For SiC/B/Na/G the Dirac point is shifted down further to 1.09 eV below Fermi 

level. This is consistent with an earlier calculation made for a similar geometry that first 

predicted the stability of SiC/B/Na/G compared to Na adsorbed on top of graphene.
186

 In 

addition, the shift is similar in size to the shift of the Dirac point reported for Ca intercalation 

by McChesney et al.
182

 It would be of great interest to extend our calculations to consider the 

possibility of spin polarized band structure similar to the calculations for Mn in Ref. [17]. 

Our DFT calculations for SiC/Na/G/G shown in Figure 7.4c prove theoretically that the Na 

atoms between the buffer layer and SiC surface decouple the buffer layer. Such a decoupling 

has been addressed theoretically for the case of H intercalation beneath epitaxial graphene on 

SiC
188

, but not for the case of alkalai metal atoms. This growing body of both theoretical 

understanding and experimental observations suggests that such decoupling is likely to be a 

routine feature of intercalation processes on SiC. The electron doping for the AB stacked 

graphene layers that remain after buffer layer decoupling to make SiC/Na/G/G is reduced 

compared to SiC/B/Na/G and a 0.29 eV gap opens around the Dirac point with mid gap 

located 0.65 eV below the Fermi level.  For SiC/Na/G (Figure 7.4d), doping from 

intercalated Na results in a downshift of its Dirac point to 0.99 eV below the Fermi level. 
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Figure 7.4 Calculated electronic bands- and atomic structures for (a) SLG on top of 

SiC(0001); (b) SiC/B/Na/G (c) SiC/Na/G/G (Layers are AB-stacked); and (d) SiC/Na/G. 

Yellow atoms are C, black are Si, and red are Na. (e) Shift in measured n=1 IPS energy (blue 

squares) and shift in calculated work function from SLG (green circles) for each intercalation 

structure. 
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Importantly, the linear band structure around the Dirac point is maintained in this isolated, 

activated buffer, indicating that it is a true graphene sheet in accordance with the direct STM 

imaging in Figure 7.3f. 

To compare IPS energy shifts with theory we used the results of ab initio calculations to 

extract work functions for each structure. Image 4e displays IPS n=1 position and calculated 

work function shift relative to the reference point of SLG. The trend of the calculated work 

function changes agrees with the STS measurements of the change in n=1 IPS peak position.  

The most important correspondence from the comparison in Figure 7.4e is the reversal in 

direction of work function change in going from SiC/B/Na/G to SiC/Na/G/G intercalation.  

This verifies the hypothesis that heating of the sample initiates Na atom intercalation beneath 

the buffer layer and not in direct contact with the upper graphene layer.  

7.6 Summary and Conclusions 

In summary, we observed the intercalation of sodium deposited on single layer graphene 

grown on SiC(0001). Contrary to graphite, sodium intercalates readily at the surface at room 

temperature and forms two different structures. At first, the sodium goes in between the top 

single graphene layer and the carbon buffer layer. Over time, or with annealing, sodium 

penetrates through the buffer layer converting this into a second graphene layer.  Buffer layer 

decoupling by intercalation is directly observed by deposition of Na onto bare buffer layer 

followed by annealing.   

First principles DFT calculations directly show the electronic structure and work function 

trends for these structures. The later compare favorably with measured shifts in IPS energies. 
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These observations point out the rich possibilities for tailoring electronic structure by 

intercalation of graphene.  The very strong electron doping reported here for Na intercalation 

could be valuable in the further exploration of superconductivity and magnetism in 

graphene.
182

  Moreover, the efficiency of the intercalation processes identified for Na 

suggests that intercalation of epitaxial graphene may be an even more versatile strategy for 

functional modification than it is for graphite since Na does not intercalate graphite.  

Importantly, the diversity of structures that we have observed as well as their co-existence 

with one another must be carefully considered in order to correctly interpret spatially-

averaging experiments on intercalated graphene. 

7.7 Further Discussion 

This study shows an example of how intercalation in epitaxial graphene can open up new 

possibilities for graphene electronics by controlling and manage charge carriers and substrate 

interfacial atomic structures. Despite remarkable capabilities for nano engineering and 

manipulating of carbon structures on SiC, it is a research field only in its infancy and needs 

more careful and thorough research before being applicable in functioning devices.  In 

contrast, intercalation compounds in graphite that has been carried out for decades and is 

well understood especially in terms of the actual atomic structure. Graphite intercalation 

structures (GIS’s) are non-stochiometric meaning they can vary in actual composition for in-

plane ordering but can also vary intraplanar with occupation periodically arranged in a matrix 

of graphite layers. This staging phenomena has led to classification of GIC’s by a stage index 

n denoting the number of graphite layers between adjacent intercalate layers.
166

 Because of 
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the two dimensionality of graphene, only the atomic structure of intercalants between the 

graphene and its substrate is of interest but that does not necessarily means it may an easy 

task to determine. For the case of this study of Sodium intercalation in epitaxial graphene 

there is no distinct super lattice seen in neither STM nor LEED to give some clue to 

accurately determine the sodium coverage. A semi quantitative analysis could be made by 

Auger electron spectroscopy but since this technique is spatial averaging and the fact that the 

sodium atoms are positioned underneath graphene makes the analysis unusually complicated. 

Instead X-ray experiments are more suitable for revealing the in-plane atomic structure of 

graphene intercalation structures which has been extensively used for for GIC’s composition 

characterization.
166

 Transmission electron microscopy could also be used to give a real space 

picture of the interfacial structure of Na bounded between the graphene and the SiC 

substrate. 

There are several other observations in this study that deserve more attention and additional 

discussion which will be discussed below. 

7.7.1 Dynamics of Intercalation 

The first thing that the reader may wonder upon reading the paper is how it is possible for 

foreign atoms as large as sodium to penetrate through a graphene layer or the buffer layer, 

even at as low as room temperatures. It has been demonstrated both experimentally
189

 and in 

theory
190

 that graphene sheets are completely impermeable to gases including helium. The 

detailed dynamics of alkali atom penetration in this case is beyond our capabilities to explore 

concerning the experimental methods used and we can only speculate possible outcomes by 
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studying the final intercalation structures. Theoretical reports have tried to propose possible 

mechanisms for this in the case for Li intercalation in carbon nanotubes
191

 and buffer layer
192

 

structure. The main conclusion from these studies is again that penetration is essentially 

impossible through a perfect hexagon carbon lattice simply because of the size confinement. 

As an example, Li et al.
192

 found that the rate coefficient for Li through perfect buffer layer 

was 10
-13

 per second at a temperature as high as 600 °C. Instead the, intercalation may be 

described as purely defect mediated through topological ring-like nonhexagonal defects in 

the carbon lattice such as heptagons and octagons. As seen in our graphene samples such 

defects are not present from several high resolution STM investigations. Only defects 

appearing as elongated and point protrusions which can be explained by local bending of the 

graphene named nanotube, carbon vacancies or Si atoms substituted into the graphene 

lattice.
193

 

By looking at figure 7.1b and 7.1c the sodium can be seen to nucleate in the structure 

(SiC/B/Na/G) across the whole surface with coverage density much larger than initial defects 

that can be observed for in situ grown graphene. Hence, permanent graphene defects created 

upon the growth can not be responsible for Sodium being able to diffuse through the 

graphene. Instead the sodium atom themselves must induce a temporary defect that can 

locally induce intercalation. Such process can in fact be possible upon charge transfer to the 

graphene. Carlsson and Scheffler reported on a reduction of formation energies for graphene 

defects as the graphene is doped.
194

 Since Na strongly n-dopes the graphene by donation of 
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the lonely valence electron such explanation is plausible for alkali intercalation in epitaxial 

graphene on SiC(0001). 

7.7.2 Selective Intercalation of Na on Single Layer Graphene 

As briefly mention, sodium is completely avoiding areas of bilayer across the surface. Hence 

the Sodium atoms are as they adsorb on the surface, quickly diffusing of the bilayer domains 

until they reach single layer graphene domains where they intercalate at room temperature. 

There are two reasonable explanations for this process when Na selectively intercalates 

single layer graphene and not bilayer graphene.  

Firstly, as Sodium does not intercalate graphite it suggests that Sodium is not actually stable 

in between adjacent AB-stacked graphene layers as in graphite or as bilayer grown on 

SiC(0001). The size of the sodium atoms should not be an obstacle for intercalation in 

between multiple graphene sheets since this has been demonstrated earlier with an even 

bigger alkali metal, rubidium, which intercalates multilayer graphene grown on SiC(0001).
195

 

A 2×2 periodicity of rubidium is formed in multilayer graphene on SiC(0001) in agreement 

with C8Rb first stage intercalation compound, very familiar in pyrolytic graphite.
196

 In the 

literature there is now clear explanation for why Sodium does not intercalate multilayer 

graphene. The charge transfer interaction with graphite seems strongly inhibited and even no 

ordered overlayer can be observed by LEED at temperatures as low as 100 K.
197

 STM 

experiments later found that Na grows layer by layer in (110)-oriented islands on top of the 

graphite at temperatures below 90 K.
198
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The second reason why Sodium are avoiding bilayer graphene can be drawn from a surface 

kinetics point of view meaning that the sodium atoms have a higher diffusion rate on bilayer 

compared to single layer. This can be explained by the fact that bilayer has a smaller 

interface induced corrugation compared to single layer graphene by being positioned further 

away from the SiC interface. On the other hand a single layer graphene is less corrugated 

compared to the buffer layer. If kinetics has an impact in the adsorption Sodium should then 

avoid single layer graphene if deposited on a buffer layer/SLG surface. Figure 7.5 

demonstrates this is in fact the case. Figure 7.5a displays Na deposited at sub monolayer 

coverage on a surface with mainly buffer layer and small domains of single layer (SLG).  

 

 

Figure 7.5 (a) Submonolayer Na deposited on buffer layer where the sodium avoids small domains 

of coexisting single layer graphene. For clarity some SLG domains are marked SLG in blue color. (b) 

Submonolayer deposition of Na single layer graphene while avoiding small domains of coexisting 

bilayer graphene. Bilayer domains marked as BLG in green text. 

 

Surprisingly the SLG domains are clean from Na and the buffer layer are covered with 

sodium in a 6×6 super lattice. For comparison figure 7.5b shows submonolayer coverage of 

Na only present on SLG domains while completely avoiding the bilayer domains. 
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7.7.3 Triangular Defect Structure of Decoupled Buffer Layer 

A characteristic feature of the decoupled buffer layer structure (SiC/Na/G) is the defects with 

distinct triangular shape shown in figure 7.3d and 7.3e. These are only present on this 

intercalation structure and can be explained by specific type of atomic structures present at 

the high symmetry points at the SiC-buffer layer interface. They are trimer-like structures 

that was first reported by Rutter et al
199

 and was later more extensively studied using special 

Fe-coated Tungsten tips where they appear more clear in STM.
200

 

Qi et al. proposed a plausible model for appearance of these defects and as for clarity to the 

reader a modified figure from this reference is shown in figure 7.6. The trimer like features 

appear along with rosette like defects all positioned at the SiC(6×6) high symmetry points as 

seen in figure 7.6a. Their appearance are due to pentagons (H5) and heptagons (H7) inserted 

in the buffer layer with two different arrangements at high symmetry points in the full 

(6√3×6√3)R30 epitaxial unit cell as visualized in figure 7.6b. The two types of high 

symmetry points are carbon atoms in nearly on-top sites with Si atoms of the SiC substrate 

(blue color in fig. 7.6b) or in hollow sites (red color in fig. 7.6b) with Si atoms of the SiC 

substrate. Hence the buffer layer divagates from a perfect hexagonal mesh (H6) at the 

symmetry points which causes a rather significant C-C bond distortion and warping of the 

buffer layer but preserves the long range translational integrity of the graphene lattice. Figure 

7.6c show calculated DOS of on-top sites symmetry appearing as trimers in STM. Also 

shown in figure 7.6d are hollow sites which results in rosette-like defects in STM. 
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Figure 7.6 From ref [200]. (a) STM image of epitaxial graphene on 6H-SiC(0001) with the 

two different types of defects occurring at the buffer layer SiC interface: trimer-like marked 

with blue triangle and rousette-like marked with green hexagon. E=-0.1 V, I=0.3 nA (b) 

Proposed model of buffer layer (6√3×6√3)R30 unit cell with H5,6,7 top and hollow defects 

without causing dislocations. (c-d) Calculated DOS isosurfaces for occupied states between -

0:1 eV and the Fermi level for the (c) top and (d) hollow variants. Carbon atoms are 

represented by small balls; Si, by larger balls. 
 

An interesting remark is that the surface density of the defects is highly dependent on the 

growth condition of the epitaxial graphene but the trimers are always significantly more 

populated than rosettes. At the trimer defects, the buffer layer is pulled closer towards the 

SiC substrate with 0.3 Å from the Si-C nominal interplanar separation. The depression of the 

buffer layer can explain the triangular defects seen in decoupled buffer layer by Na 

intercalation as shall be discussed below.  

Figure 7.7a shows an area of coexisting areas of SLG and structure SiC/Na/G. the triangular 

defects are present in similar population and separated with same distance in structure 
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SiC/Na/G as the trimer defects seen in the SLG. A conceivable theory is therefore as the 

buffer layer is warped towards SiC at trimer defects it causes a size confinement of the Na 

atoms resulting in Na vacancies at these sites. The Na vacancies seems however not to 

interrupt the decoupling of the buffer layer as perfect honeycombs are observed even in the 

center of triangular defects (figure 7.3f). Also, because only honeycombs are seen in the 

decoupled buffer layer (fig 7.3f), the carbon atoms must rearrange them selves from H5,6,7 

structure to pure H6 normal hexagonal structure after the intercalation of Na has occurred. 

Such self healing process is certainly possible since no carbon atoms has to be added nor 

removed as the number of heptagons and pentagons are the same at the original defect sites. 

 

 

Figure 7.7 (a) Surface of coexisting epitaxial graphene (SiC/B/G) and SiC/Na/G) trimer top 

site defects shown as small protrusions in (SiC/B/G) and triangular defects seen as 

depressions on (SiC/Na/G). (b) (SiC/Na/G) coexisting on both S and S* bulk SiC surfaces 

where the two possible orientations of the triangular defects are marked out in green color. 
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Another strong argument that the triangular defects in SiC/Na/G are induced by SiC interface 

structures is that they reveal the surface charality of the SiC(0001). As described in chapter 1 

the SiC consist of two types of hexagonal surfaces (S and S*). They are rotated by 60 degrees 

from each other which make them look identical in the hexagonal bare (√3×√3)R30 surface 

and in the hexagonal graphene surface. The triangular symmetry of the defects however 

clearly exposes the two possible surface orientations. Figure 7.7b shows an area of SiC/Na/G 

on coexisting S and S* SiC(0001) with the only two different orientations possible for the 

triangular defects, rotated 60 degrees with respect to each other. 
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